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Thermal £at1gue is a ~orm of surface failure produced 
by repeated thermal stresses and is the main cause of die 
retirement in the die cast~ng indua~~. A genera~ review 
ii 
of' the :fundamental. and pra.ctioal aspects of' thermal. :fatigue 
as encountered in the dies, based on earlier publ.ished work, 
is given and preliminary experiaents in an e:ffort to set up 
a suitable method of testing to study this phenomenon are 
then deseri·bed. 
In the present technique developed to create the 
thermal conditions experienced b7 a die steel. in aluminum 
die casting, a small portion of one face or a eyl.indrioal 
test-piece is 1nterm1ttant1y heated by H.F. induction whilst 
the main body o~ the test-piece is kept at a l.ower temperature 
by means o:f a copper jig. Air under pressure is used as a 
cooling medium during the cooling part of' the cyol.e. Thermal 
:fatigue resistance of various die stee1s and prospective die 
materials :for a1um1num die easting is determ1ned on the basis 
of' number of' cycles :for erack initiation, propagation, 
"'Iii' 
:frequency and severity oT cracking supported by graphs and 
series o~ photographs. Photographic evidence presented gives 
a detailed 1ook into the mechanism or thermal :fatigue. 
Present 1.nvest1gat1ons reveal that 18% nickel marag1ng 
steel is the most suitable steel ror aluminum die casting 
dies, rollowed by B-21. H-13 and H-11 respectively. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The rapid modern technol.og1ca1 developments taking 
place throughout industry in the twentieth century have 
consistentl.y put pressure on die casters to get increasing 
length of runs and greater efficiency from every die casting 
machine. This demand for more rapid production ea.n be 
achieved on1y by more d~stic cooling of the dies coupled 
with a l.onger die life. Such severe conditions of fast 
eyc11e heating and cooling as encountered in a die casting 
die, resul..t . in a die failure va.riousl.y known as thermal 
fatigue, craze cracking or heat checking. Thus there is 
presently an urgent need to carry out research work in the 
area of' thermal fatigue :failure of die steels so as to get 
the best possible die materials. 
Thermal. :fatigue is defined as "Fracture resulting from 
the presence of' temperature gradients which vary with time 
1n such a ma:tm.er as to produce cyclic stresses 1n a 
structure" (1) It is the m.ost :fr,equent mode of' :failure 
encountered 1n die casting dies al..though mechanical erosion 
and che:m1.ea1 attack also contribute to the degra.dati.on of 
dies to some extent. In di.e casting, d:1e pressures are not 
as high as in forging, so research 1s ma1n1y concerned w1 th 
the :factors wh~ch influence the d~e materia1s' res1.stanee 
to thermal. stress f'or a given a1l.oy and die temperature. 
The important d1e mater~al. properties are those tbat 11m.1t 
surface stresses and those that resist surface stresses. 
Two primary reasons for d1.e retirement 1.n the die 
easting industry area 
l.. Surfaee imperfections in the produot:lon parts 
because of cracks in the die formed by thermal. 
fat:lgue. 
2. The ea.t.astropio f'ail.ure of the die itsel.f because 
of propagation of these cracks. 
The thermal. fatigue res:lstance of a die material. at 
the required hardness determ:tnes resistance to crack 
initiation and crack propagation. The crack frequency 
and severity determine at what production count surface 
roughness, and parts sticking as a result of hot metal. 
fl.owing on to these cracks are sufficiently severe to 
cause the die to be removed from serv:lee. 
Al.though some research work has been done about 
thermal. f"atigue testing of low al.l.oy s ·teel.s, cast :iron, 
etc. in the past, very 11ttl.e work has been done about 
2 
die east1.ng die steel.s. The object of the present :investi-
gation was therefore to devel.op a suitabl.e test equi.pment 
and procedure to study the thermal. fatigue cracking ob-
tained in 41e steel.s, and to evaluate d:lfferent oommero1a11y 
avail.abl.e and the potential candidate die stee1s for their 
tendency to resist thermal fatigue. 
The t~st method deve1oped :1n this study is s1mp1e, 
efficient and comprehensive as 1t s1mu1ates the actual. 
service conditions encountered in die casting dies ~airly 
closely over a wide control~ed range of temperature. The 
procedure adopted takes a relatively short time to test a 
given die steel and the test conditions are uniform and 
reprodueib1e. The steels se1eeted are l:lil8.1.nl.y those which 
are o'C interest to aluminum die casting 1.ndustry. The 
author's interest in this project developed from over two 
years of industrial. experience with aluminum die casting 
problems. 
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Theoretical and experimental investigations have been 
carried out by several authors in the general area o'f ther-
mal fatigue failure of steels. A detailed review of the 
· int"ormation avail.a.bl.e from the l.ast three deoa.des of work 
is as fol.lows 1 
A. Types of· Die Fail.ure 
There are three distinct modes of fail.ure, though not 
oompl.etely independent of each other • which are ma1nl.y seen 
in die casting dies. They are mechanical. erosion, cheDd.eal 
attack and thermal fatigue. However, heat checking, some-
times referred to as "f1.re cracking" or "craze-craek1ng" 
is the most freque~t manifestation of die failure and is 
caused directly by thermal fatigue. 
4 
Mechanical erosion is of two types. Tae :f1rst is the 
wearing erosi.on caused by the ab:ra.s:1ve action of f'l..ow or 
heterogeneous pbases over the <U.e surt'aee (gas bubbles or 
solid1.f1ed crystall..i tes 1n the easti:ng metal.). The second 
type of eros1.on is caused b:y the ~vi tat1on of the liqu1d 
metal and the subseql!lent col.1apse of the vapor :filled bubbl..es 
(2) 
near the die surface. This collapse eallSes e:rtretael..y" 
high pressures at the die sur:ta:ce. The repeated surf'ace 
· straining causes mechanical fatigue and is additive to any 
thermal.1y 1nduoed fatigue that oee11rs 1.n d.ie east1ng d1.es. 
Chemica1 attaek also manifests 1tsel.:t 1.n a nt.!llllber o .f 
5 
ways; :first, through compos1. tiona.l changes in the die sur-
face and second, by adhesion of east metal to the die surface. 
The latter is known as "solder1.ng", which results in 1mmed1.-
ate damage to the cast :part rather than to the die, since the 
rupture strength o:f the die material at its operating temp-
erature is always much greater than that o:f the hot die cast 
part. 
Compositi.ona.l changes in the die alloys have the e:f:feet 
of degrading the strength and ducti.lity of the die surfaces 
and result in accelerated thermal :fatigue f'ai.lure.. Deca.rburi-
zation of' sttel die surfaces dur1.ng heat treatment or use, 
and the replacement of carbon in steel wi.th aluminum during 
aluminum die oasting<3) to :form br1.ttle compounds are two 
examples o:f ehem1eal attack whi.ch lower the strength and 
ductility. In contrast, W111iams<4) et. al. :found that 
oxidation had 11ttle i:f any, effect on the :fatigue 11:fe of' 
H-21 or H-23 hot work die-steels. 
Another source of' di.e :fa1.1ure, gross cracki.ng, may 
:frequently occur early in the life of' the die, starting at 
stamp marks, changes of section or other diseontinu.i.ties. 
It usually happens very early in the expected die li:fe and 
is related to poor heat treatment or 1neorrect die design 
rather tha.n to service conditions. 
B. Mechanism o:f Thermal Fati.gue 
The meehani.sm by whi.eh d1.e surfaces :fa..11 as a resul.t 
of' temperature cyel.ing is illustrated qualitatively in 
Fig. 1. ( 5) Faoh half' of' the oyol.e is portrayed by three 
schema tic drawings. Drawings l.a through l.c show the 
ef"t'ect of' increased surf'a.ee temperature on the stress 
and strain distribution from the surface to the interior 
of' the di.e ma.ter1.al.. And drawings l.d through l.f 
il.l.ustrate the subsequent stress and strain conditions 
which exist during the second hal.f o:f the casting eycl.e, 
the cooling-down hal.f. 
During heating (the injection hal.:f of the die east1ng 
eyel.e), the surface attempts to expand, putting it in 
compression with respect to the die interior, as shown 
1n Fig. l.b. The corresponding compression strain is 
shown in F1.g .. l.c. The combination of' the temperature 
gradient and the eoef":fieient of' thermal. expansion of' the 
die material. determines the magnj.tude of the die sur:face 
stress. 
Initia.l.l.y, the surface def'ormation strain is within 
the elastic oapabi11t1es o:f the die material.. However, 
6 
if' the combination of' the temperature gradient and the 
prevai11ng thermal. expansion is high enough, the eompress1o:na.1 
stress devel.oped w111 exceed the elastic limit of the die 
ma. teria.l. and pl.astie deforma t1on wil.l take place af'ter the 
initial el.astic strain has occurred. 
During cooling (the ejeet1on hal.:r). the elevated die 
surface temperature T81 declines and reaches some minimum 
value T8 2 which varies widely with spee1:f"1o die casting 
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practice. Fig .. l.d shows T8 2 at a l.ower temperature than 
ba.s1.e mol.d temperature Tm.. As the slll"f'ace metal. coo1s w:1 th 
respect to adjacent metal. rurther into the d1e bl.ock, 1t 
attempts to contract more rap1dl.y than the warmer adjacent 
metal. and is put in tensi.on. It' the product or temperature 
change and eoe:f":f1e1ent of' thermal. expansion (thermal. stra1n) 
causes stresses larger than the e1astie l.imi.t o:f" the :mater1.al. 
in its preva.l.ent eond1.t1on, reversed pl.astie de:formation 
w111 occur. Exceeding the e1ast1o 11m1t even by an 1nt'1n1te-
s1mal. amount w1l.1 u1t1matel.y result in a :fat1gue :fa11ure 
af'ter a suff'1e1ently large number o:f" c;:vol.es have ooou:red. (.5) 
C. D1e Temperatures 
Ni.ool.son ( 6) says, "Any d1e at work 1s a oompl.ex of' pul.-
sat1ng temperature grad1ents." Fi.g. 2a. shows a dle ln 
whi.eh he assumes that heat onl.y enters at the eyl.i.ndrical. 
portion marked F, and J.eaves at the outer surf'ace G, which 
i.s water cool.ed. If' ·metal. were poured cont1nuous1y into F, 
points A,B,C,D and E woul.d have temperatures as shown 1n 
Fig. 2b, and isotherms woul.d be eiroul.ar, and eoneentr1o 
with F.. If', however, metal were i.n,jeeted at regul.ar 1nterva1s, 
the points A,B,C.D and E would have pu1sat1ng temperatures 
as shown by the eurves of Fig. 2c, and the ma.x1.:ma wouJ..d 
oeeur gradua.1l.y l.a ter and become 1ess as the outsi.de of' the 
die was approached. Isotherms rems..1.n e1.reul.ar and oonoentr1o 
with F and :may be regarded as coneentr1.c waves of deereas:tng 
amp11 tude as they approach G. 





Fig. 2b-Temperetures o~ points A, B, C, D and 
E in die as Fig. 2a with continuous ~eeding 
2 .l 
TIME IN TERMS OF CASTING SHOTS 
Fig. 2c-Tempera tures o~ points A, 3, C, D and 
E in die as Fig. 2a with metal fed at 
regular time intervals 
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In the ease o~ an actual die the same thermal waves 
are obtained but, of course, the shape of the die intro-
duces complexities. 
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To get a very close idea about temperature distributions 
in a die casting die, Mickel(?} used specially designed 
thermo elements (Fig. Ja) and placed these at the locations 
shown in Fig. 3b in an actual production die. He obtained 
a temperature distribution of the type shown in Fig. 3c. 
The temperature measured at the surface of the die in 
some eases exceeded the casting temperature by 40 to 70°C. 
This temperature excess is explained by the fact that the 
molten metal if forced (through the relatively narrow 
injection gate) under a high pressure and very high speed, 
the frictional forces developed in the course of injection 
raise the temperature of both the metal and the die. 
D. Thermal Stresses 
The subject of thermal stresses is a very difficult 
one from a mathematical point of view, and it is possible 
to deal with it only if considerable simplifying assumptions 
are made. Such simplifications, however, are permissible in 
estimating the order of magnitude of the stresses. Mickel(?) 
derived a formula for the stress developed after having 
assumed that the sur:faee is a plane of infinite extent, the 
die extending to an infinite distance in a direction normal 
to that plane. It results in a completely balanced state of 
. . 
A-Body of die-died; B-Purc nicl:el 
u:irc with in.nt!atin~ oziJc film; 0-
Eiulrode]XUJiler:l pure nicb/ coaling of . 
10 ±2P. thicl.::nu• ; D - I n.rulati:ag 
mataW 
Fig-. Ja-'rhermo-element used by Mickel 
.:f.--Calc: B-D~tribuk:Jr plug; O--Ca4ling; .o-:=-.A;, pochl 
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Fig. Jc-Chanfr,es in temperatures a.t points 1-5 
(Fig, Jb) durin~ the die-casting process 
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a:f':f'airs wi.th a va.r1ab:111ty only in one direction, namel.y, 
norma.l. to the surf'.ace. 
'!I'll th these a.ssumpt1ons, he derived that the stress 
developed 1n the surface of' the die is given by 
cr = m E a (T2 -T1) 
- m:I' 
Where E = Elastic moduli 
m = l. = l.Q :for steel. 
Po1saon•s Batio .3 
a. == coe:f:ficient of' linear thermal expansion 
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T2 , T1 are the upper and lower temperature 1~m1ts 
If' the stresses involved 1n ra1sing the very thin surt'aoe 
layer of' d1e steel from about 600°F, to about 1100°F are 
calculated, and elevated temperature properties of' steel 
are taken into account, 1 t is :round tha.t stresses of' the 
order of' magnitude to 100,000 psi are attained. To these 
must be added the casting pressures of' the machine, notch 
effects due to die design, etc. 
Since most steels have a :ratigue strength in the 
vicinity of' 100,000 to 150,000 psi., it is apparent that 
thermal gradients and stresses of' d1e casting are adequate 
to produce thermal fatigue in the manner described. 
E, Appearance o:f Thermal. Fatigy.e Cragks 
Roberts and Grobe ( 8) studied a number of' d1es to deter-
mine the meohan:lsms of die failure :t.n die casting. The 
dies shown 1n P1gs. 4a-b are good exampJ.es of heat check-
ing. The checks f'1J.led w1 th aluminum in Fig. 4a. are in 
marked contrast to the oxidized steel. background. 
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Fig. Fig. 4-(a) Large heat checks 
1n a1~1num die casting 
die 
ing in H-21 die after 
3000 b~ss casting oyo1es 
Fig. 4-(c) The start o:f a heat check or 
na.:rrow pit in a d1 e 
2% :Ni ta1 Etch, .500X 
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Micro-examination of cross sections through the heat 
checks and through some pits not apparent in Fig. 4a 
indicates that the two types of defect are due to stress-
corrosion and di~fer only in size. The alternating stress 
(due to a combination of thermal and mechanical stresses) 
combined with the oxidizing attack of the air cause cracks 
to form at gra1n boundar1.es. The cracks continue to grow 
until a whole grain or several grains are completely 
er.aoked out. If round or oval holes are formed when the 
grains come out. then the defects are called heat checks. 
The beginning of such a heat cheek or pit is shown in 
Fig. 4c. 
Roberts and Grobe further found that almost all heat 
checks in the die were filled with aluminum but in the 
meta11ograph1e examination there was no evidence of aluminum 
attacking. alloying with, or dissolving the die steel. In 
every instance there was an oxide film or an air gap which 
prevented direct contact between the al~num and die steel. 
Impingement soldering is another defect observed in 
al~num die casting dies. It is nothing-but mechanical 
holding of the aluminum by very small pits or scratohes.C8) 
Alum.1.nt.UD. is not welded to the steel. The pits due to 
impingement soldering differ in appearance from the heat 
checks and result from scratching or breaking of the semi-
protective oxide surface that is b~lt up on a die when 
it is broken in. When the soa1e is broken. the steel 
reox1d1zes and i:t the cycl.·e is repeated several. times, a 
broad sha11ow pit devel.ops. 
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F, fhysica1 and Mechanical. Properties Affectipg Thermal. Fatisue 
In order to resist thermal. fatigue in dies, a proper 
combination o:r certain desirabl.e mechanical.. and physieal. 
properties o:t the die steel. and the cast metal. is essential.. 
Fo11ow1ng is a brief discussion or such properties• 
1. Thermal. gradient 1s a function or the thermal. 
oonduct1v1.ty of the die :material., Increased thermal. 
c•nduet1vity wi11 resu1t in a l.ower thermal. gradient 
and thus l.ower stresses and strains. 
2. The combination of the temperature gradient and the 
coefficient of thermal. expansion o:r the die material. 
dete~nes the magnitude of the die surface stress. 
Henae a good die material. shol11d have a l.ow co-
e:t:t1cient of thermal. expansion. 
J. To produce thermal. fatigue in a metal., p1astic 
deformation must oec~ cyc1ica11y, and it is onl.y 
after a material. has been stressed beyond its elastic 
l.imit that p1astic deformation can occur. It becomes 
obvious therefore that a high yiel.d strength material. 
is desirabl.e. 
4. Increased duct1J.it;r, as measured by the reduction 
of cross sectiona1 area during tens~J.e testing to 
fa11ure. decreases the detrimental. ef~ect of each 
cyc1e of pJ.astie deformation, thus l.engthening 
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:fat1.gue 11.fe. 
5. It 1.s desirable for a die material. to have a low 
modu1us of e1astic1ty, s1nee the therma11y-1nduced 
strain~ .. (expansion or eontraotion as during die 
oast1:ng) w1l.l. produce a m.1n1m:mo. el.ast1cal.l,.--eomputed 
stress in the die material., a11 other :factors being 
eq,ual.. 
6. The pb7s1eal. properties o:f specific heat. density 
and mel.ting point also have an effeet on thermal 
fatigue l.ife. In general, a prospective d1e material. 
shoul.d have high val.ues of' each of these three 
pb7sical. properties. 
7. The actual. val.ue o:f the temperatures, within 11m1 ts, 
is l.ess important than the difference between them, 
s:l:m.ee the magnitude of the temperature change T81-
T82 1s directl.y related to the manm.um strain that 
the die surface undergoes. The maximum temperature 
may not exceed the temperature at which the yield 
point of the metal. is reduced to very low 1eve1s. 
There are two add! tiona1 phy's1oal eharacterist1es of 
crysta111ne solids which 1n£1uenee thermal. fatigue life. 
They are the presence or absence of phase transformations 
and crysta1l.1ne isotropy. In cubic meta1s wh:loh are rela-
t1ve1y isotropic, the phenomenon of an1sotropy is ~obab1y 
~mportant. A11otropic phase transformations in die 
materials restil.t 1n a change in eontract1on or expans1on 
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in areas exposed to a su~~iciently high temperature for a 
su:f'ficiently l.ong time to cause trans:t'ormat1onr and secondly. 
the transformation w11.1 result in an altered metallurgical 
structure which changes the mechanical. properties ot: the 
die material in the affected zone. A compl.ete discussion of' 
the phenomenon as it affects the die casting dies is outside 
the scope of' present work. It is general.ly agreed that 
phase transformations which ooeur in the operating tempera-
ture range o~ structural parts are detrimental to the 
successful function of such parts.(9) 
G, Methods of Thermal Fatigue Evaluation 
1. Noesen and Wi111ams<5> have developed a mathematiaal 
computer program using "Coft:tn•s modi~led low cycle fatigue 
equation" to predict the thermal :f'atigue 11:t'e of candidate 
materials. Co~f1n expresses the number of' cycles to failure 
(Nf) as a :funet1on of' the change in the cyc11c plastic 
strain (L':.e:p) 
N:r ! == _Q_ 
lle:p 
It l':.e:p = o. infinite die 11f'e is predicted. 
It has been shown that C = 8 -r , where c.f is the true 
2 
fracture duet111ty in pure tension. since llEp = Ef at N:r = i 
cycle. The fracture ducti1ity is de~1ned as 
J.OO E~ = ln Ao or 1n { ' lOti- j! R.A.) 
A~ 
where A 0 is the 1n1 t1aJ. specimen area and A-r 1s the :fracture 
area .. 
Co~fin(J.O) describes a model. il.lustrat1ng how eyc11c 
plastic strain is produced as a consequence o~ cycl.1c 
temperature. The cyc11o pl.astio strain 1s defined as 
~Ep = ~Et-~Ee = ~ - 2X endurance 11m1t 
1-v E 
where endurance l.i~t is det1ned as that stress wh1eh 
gives a ~raeture l.ife of at l.east 10? cycles. 





~Ee 1s the cycl.ic el.asti.c strain 
-
2X endurance l.~m2:t 
E 
Al.so, ~T is def"1.ned as 
~T • T8 -Tm where T 8 is the surface temperature of 
the d1e and Tm 1s assumed to equal. the die operating tempera-
ture. 
v = Poisson's Batio 
A l.og l.og pl.ot o~ ~Ep vs Nr 1s a straight l.ine with a 
sl.ope of (-i); with E~, the fracture ducti11ty, a point on 
the curve for Nr equal. to i cycle. Therefore an entire 
curve can be obtained by just the knowl.edge of the :fracture 
ductil.ity, Ef'· 
Noesen and W111iams used 0.1~ yiel.d stress instead of 
the endurance 1im1t 1n the eal.eu1at1on of ~Ee because of 
scarcity of publ.ished :fatigue data. 
Some metal.s have been ver1f1ed exper1menta11y to agree 
with nModified Coffin's 1ow eyo1e equat1onn(5) but unfortu-
natel.y in many other cases o:f die stee1s. the predicted 
l.i:fe is far in excess of the actual. d1e l.i:te. For e:xamp1e, 
for casting a1uminum in H-13 die steel or 1n marag1ng steel-
this method predicts infinite value of Nf• But in actual 
die casting operations, H-13 dies have been found to show 
fatigue cracks much earl.ier. Al.so, La.d1.sh Company's 
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Research Laboratory bas reported (personal. eommunioat1on) (2.0) 
thermal fatigue cracking of ma»aging steel. after a certain 
finite number of cycl.es for s1~1ar AT (7000F.). Hence 
this method of theoretical. prediction is not very satis-
factory. 
2. D.N. W111iams<4 >et. a1. examined two hotwork die 
steels, H-21. and H-23, by means of el.evated temperature 
mechanical fatigue studies to dete~ne the re1ative impor-
tance of exidation and fatigue loading on corrosion fatigue 
(or lleat ehecking) f'ail:u.res 1.n d1.e steel.s. They found that 
sample lif'e in the range of 13.00° to 14ooOF. was re1ativel.y 
independent of' ox:1dat1on. Var1ations 1n heat treatments, 
test conditions or other material. properties were found to 
afteet the sampl.e 11fe in direct p.ropo~tion to their effect 
on p1astic strain imposed on the sampl.e during eyc1ic 1oad-
1ng. The:r derived that samp1e 11fe ooul.d be cal.cuJ.ated by 
use of the equation 
where 
N • 1006 
s2 
N = samp1e 1ife in oye1es 
s • p1ast1c strain in percent imposed on the 
samp1e each ha1r cyol.e 
Above tormul.a ho1ds good ror an annea1ed mater1a1 on1y. 
As this method uses a cyc1~e load applied at a con-
stant high temperature, ~t does not exactly follow the 
pbTsioal condit1ons o~ altermate heating and cooling 
that a die casting d1e undergoes in actual production. 
Further, the authors themselves indicate in their paper 
that p1astie strain values of the heat treated samples 
were very uncertain. Thus they- coul.d not deveJ:op the 
equations relating samp1e life to stra~n, stra.~n rate 
and temperature. T~s method there~ore does not seem to 
be very he1pfu1 in predict~ng the thermal fatigue life o:r 
a fu11y hardened die steel. 
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3. Glenny(11, 12 )et. al. developed a laboratory test-
ing technique by immersion o:r the test specimen in a bed 
of' powdered refractory substance supported on a permeable 
p1ate and :r1u1d1zed by a stream of air. These fl~dized 
beds were used :ror alternate heating and cooling to study 
thermal :rat1gue o:r N1mon1e alloys. Recently, I.I.T. Research 
Institute, Illinois and some industr~es are using th1s tech-
nique for thermal :rat~gue o:r steels. 
Glen.ny et. al. f'o'Und by exper~m.enta1 study that a higher 
upper temperature 1.n the oyc:Le and a hi.gher ho~ding time at 
an upper constant temperature resu1t ln 1ower number o:r 
cyc1es to cause fatigue :ra:tl.ure. Also. a higher l:ff (at a 
eonstant upper temperature) resuJ.ts in l.ower num.ber of 07ol.es 
to failure. Argon gas atmosphere resulted in higher number 
of cyc1es to :rail.ure than in air for the same sam.pl.e. The 
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criterion for failure was taken as first appearance of a 
radial crack at the periphery of a tapered disc specimen. 
Number of cycles to failure, N, was de:fined as 
N • NJ +. N2 
2 
where N2 = No. of eyel.es when cracks :fi.rst seen at 60X 
NJ. = No. of' cycles when speei.men was last examined 
without showing any cracks. 
4. Woll.ering and Oertle(lJ)o::r La.dish Company have 
devel.oped a oycl.ic thermal f"at1gue testing machine in which 
polished die steel samples are mounted on a wheel rotating 
at a controlled speed. Heating source is an oxy-acetylene 
torch which ra1ses the temperature of' a small central. portion 
of the top surface ot' the specimen to 680-?000F in about 
4.3 seconds. The specimen is then water quenched by rotat1on 
of' the mounted wheel. into a water bath kept at 66~. An air 
blast dries the surface of' the specimen, as 1t emerges out 
of' the water bath, be:fore being heated again. Specimens are 
removed :from the machine at intervals of" 10 to lS cycles 
dur1ng the ea.rl.y stages of' the testing, surfaces are metallo-
graphically polished and photographs taken at 2SX. A:fter the 
cracks have initiated, during the 1ater stages of' testing, 
this procedure is repeated less :frequently. 
Using this method, Woll.er1ng and Oert1e were ab1e to 
make a bar cbart :f"or different d:1e steels, showing the num-
ber of' oye1es per specimen at the 1n1t1at1on of surf'ace 
:f"1ssures. They have also presented photographs showing the 
~atigue crack propagations a~ter 1nit~at1on at di~ferent 
cycles for v.arious die steels. 
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5 .. Co~:f1.n(l.4--l6 )used a. thin walled cy1inder1cal test-
piece which was alterna.tely heated by passing a heavy cur-
rent through the wall, then cooled by a :flow o:f cold gas 
through the bore. The thermal. cycle was continued until 
a crack devel.oped~ The test is e1ose1y related to conven-
tional push pull :fatigue tests, but perhaps the chie:f ad-
vantage :ts tha.t the stress in the test piece can be measured 
throughout the cycle and therefore use:fu1 information can 
be derived about stress strai.n behavior. Coffin used an 
18/8 Cr-N1 austenitic steel. The main disadvantage o:f this 
method is the 1aok o:f uni~orm:tty of temperature along the 
gage length o:f the test piece; the cBnter atta1ns a higher 
temperature than the radiused shoul.ders and consequently 
there is probably some degree o:r strain concentration near 
the center. 
6. Northcott and Baron<9>presented a valuable review 
o:f "Craze-cracking" in die casting dies, ingot mol..ds, hot 
roJ.ls, :forging tool.s and dies, brake drums and rail.way 
wheels, as an introduction to their work on thermal :fatigue 
o:f low alloy steels. 
After a :few tests w~th d1:fferent methods o:f heating. 
Northcott and Baron decided that induction heating was the 
most convenient and versa.t11e method. In1tia11y they tried 
to heat a. flat sur:faee using a. spira1 pan-cake indueter s.s 
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shown in Fig. 5a but they found the efficiency of the eoi1 
to be 1ow and a steep temperature gradient cou1d not be 
obtained. The efficiency of coupling was found to be 
much better when cy1inderiea1 shi!J;ped specimens were tested 
as in Fig 5b. The base was cooled by a continuous water 
flow to control the temperature gra41ent and decrease the 
cooling time. They cou1d not attain a . high enough maximum 
temperature with a high frequency generator of 7kw power 
output for the cy1inder1ea1 specimen&. To concentrate the 
available power into a sma11 volume of metal, the test piece 
and inductor shown in Fig. Se were then tried. Thermal. 
stresses set up in such a specimen were found to be uniaxial. 
which was undesirable. The type of cracking produced did 
not bear any obv1ous resembl.ance to ordinary craze cracking 
and since the heated layer was quite deep there was a ten-
dency for tbe edge to buckle. This design was moo1:t'1ed by 
machining a flat 0.050 inch wide along the sharp edge and 
using the inductor shown in Fig. 5d. A copper shield kept 
the base of the test piece cool. The narrow edge was 1nter-
m1ttant1y heated whiJ.st the bore was continuously water 
eooJ.ed. This form of test piece gave satisfactory results 
for their experiments. 
Later, most of their work was carried out with a stand-
ard H.F. generator with a max1mum power output of 25kw and 
a high :rrequency of about 500 kc/s. Temperature measurements 
were taken by means of standard ehromel/al. ume1 thermocouples, 
11""1 n I• 
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Fig. 5 Test-pieces and inductors used iri preliminary 
experiments by Northcott and Baron. 
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each wire being spot welded to the test-piece. 
Most of their experiments were directed towards the 
behavior of 1ow-a11oy steels. using maximum temperatures 
in the cycle which exceeded the Ac3 temperature f'or steel. 
The surface then undergoes ferrite to austenite transfor-
mation on heating, but the rate of' subsequent cooling is 
so fast that the reverse transformation 1s suppressed 
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until the temperature reaches the M8 point. The cracks ob-
tained in this case were not very sharp. They also tried 
lower maximum temperatures between 40-700°C where no 
phase transforms. t1on occurs as .t.e3 temperature is not 
exceeded. Much sharper cracks were reported :for such a 
temperature range (Fig. 6 ) • 
The effect of maximum temperature in the cyc1e on the 
rate of cracking in various steels is shown in Pig. 7. 
They further found that stress concentration plays an 
important part in the development of' these cracks and 
when transverse notches were out into the surface, the 
rate of cracking was greatly acoelera ted even when the 
notch was only a few fhousands of an inch deep. 
Northcott and Baron also carried out a f'ew tests on 
the influence of various atmospheres and their results 
suggest that the nature of' the atmosphere does not have 
a marked effect on the rate of craeki.ng. However, in 
oxidizing atmospheres a f'1ne network of cracks developed 
in the br1 ttl.e seale as shown 1n Fig. 8a. The metal. sur-
Fig. 6-Appearanee of macroo:racks due to 
thermal. :Cat1gue in En. 2.5 steel, 
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NUMBER OF CYCLES 
(n) 0.3-t% ~ftthoQ steel (c) 1 •2.J o.{. carbon st-eel 
(b) 0•80% carbon steel (d) lii...Cc-llo »tecl En. 25 
Fig. 7 -Influence of maxlmurn ten1pcraturc and no.' of cycles 011 depth of cracks. Test-pieces 
. cycled between temperatures showll and 40° C, ln arJ!on 
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(a) 200 cycles, 40-850°C in air 
(b) 200 cyo1es, 40-850°C in hydrogen 
Fig. 8-Thermal :fat1gue o:f medium carbon steel .5X 
Fig. 9-Appearanoe or m1orostructure and a 
thermal :fatigue crack in En. 2.5 steel, 
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tested for 4000 cycles 1n a1r. 40-600°C aoox 
:face is oX1d:1zed more rap1d1y beneath these cracks than 
in positions sh1e1ded by soaJ.e, and hence the pattern is 
reproduced on the metal. surface.Fig. 8b shows the ef:feot 
o:f ~drogen atmosphere. 
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When a thermal. eye1e o~ 40-700°C. was used with a 
hardened and tempered En 25 steel. (C 0.34. N1 2.54. Cr 0.65, 
Mo 0.6). at higher :magn1:f1eation the cracks were seen to 
be :fa1r].y straight transorystaJ.J.ine (Fig. 9 ) and oxide :fil.l.ed. 
When a ~drogen atmosphere was used the oraoks showed some 
tendency to :fo11ow shear p1anes and the number of oraoks 
was reduced aJ.though the number of eyo1es to :first evidence 
of a crack was not very different. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
A. Se1eet1on of Stee1s Used 
The compositions of' the stee1s used in the present 
study are gi.ven i.n Tab1e I .. 
TABLE I 
COMPOSITION OF VARIDGIUS STEELS TESTED 
AISI Iadish AISI· AISI AISI Marasi;ng 
Ma.ter1.a1 4340H D-J.l. H-11 R-13 H-21: UM-300 
E1ement 
c .40 .46 .40 .. 39 .3.5 ,OJ 
Mn .. ?6 .75 .29 .,36 .25 .. 10 
Si .25 .25 1.00 1.06 • .35 .10 
Ni 1.71 .so .06 .1.? ....... , ... - 18.50 
Cr .81 1.00 s.oo 5.23 3.50 
--
Mo .22 2.00 1.50 1 • .35 
--
4.80 



























l.. AISI 4340H 
This steel was used in preliminary work for develop-
ing the experimental. teohniq ues. It was selected primarily 
because it had a low alloy composition range of the order 
of Ladish D-11 steel and was readily avai1able in the 
stock room. 
The remaining five steel.s were selected as they showed 
promising physical and meohan1ea1 properties (mentioned 
earlier 1n the literature review section) which are neces-
sary for aluminum die casting dies. 
2. Ladish D-11. 
Lad1sh Company had claimed 1 ts D-1.1 steel. to be very 
su1ta.b1e :for aluminum die casting industry. (lJ) It was 
therefore decided to test this steel for its su1tabi11ty 
on the basis of present experimental. techniques. 
Table II shows a comparison of some of the physical 




PROPERTIES OF DIE STEELS TESTED BY THERMAL FATIGUE CYCLING 
Room Temp .. Thermal Thezaa1 EJ.ast1e U1t1mate 
Ul.t1mate E:x:pa.n- Conduo- Modulus Strength 
Mater1a1 Strength sion tiv1ty- at Room at J.OOOOJ' 
Temp. 
ks1 psi :ne6 ks1 
L D-11 274 7.25 17.7 30.7 162 
AISI H-11 217 7.40 16.6 30.0 140 
AISI H-13 217 7.50 16 .. 6 30.0 145 
AISI H-21 243 7.60 17.9 163 
Marag1ng 294 5.60 16.7 27.5 165 
UMJOO 
Lad1sh D-11 steel. bars of 23/32 inch diameter were 
suppl.ied by Lad1sh Company 1n two different J.ots at different 
ti~ on the basis of req~rement for the present study. 
These bars were in annealed condition and were machined 
to the required specimen sizes of i inch diameter X 3/4 
inch 1e:ngth. 
Heat treatment parameters were decided from the F1g. J.Oa 
supp11ed by Ladish Com:paey and samples were heat treated in 
sealed stainless steel. envelopes, in a manner indicated in 
the general. procedure. 
3. AISI H-11 and H-~J 
Consumable vao-~ re-melted H-11 steel. bars of 0.770 
inch diameter were supplied b7 'he Carpenter Steel. Company. 
H-13 steel was obtained from three di.f'ferent sources. name1y, 
The Carpenter Steel Company, Universal-Cyclops Steel 
Corporation and Latrobe Steel. Com.pa.ny. 
H-11 and H-13 are both chromium type hot work steels 
and have basically the same chemical composition with the 
exception that vanadium content is increased from 0.5 to 
1.0 percent in H-13. Both the steels have high ductility 
and toughness. The 1.5% molybdenum imparts very high 
hardena.bili ty to these two grades, enabling them to harden 
throughout Large sections using still air quench. Both 
the steels have a good resistance to softening at elevated 
temperatures. Higher vanadium content imparts higher hot 
hardness and better wear resistance to H-13. Typical 
applications of H-11 include die casting dies, punches, 
piercing tools, extrusion tooling and forging dies. H-13 
is presently widely being used as die steel for aluminum 
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and :magnesium. die castings and for long run zinc die castings. 
Heat treatment pe.rameters f'or these two steel.s were 
selected from Figs. lOb-o supplied by Latrobe Steel Company. 
4. AISI H-21 
This steel shows better wear resistance and higher 
hot hardness than H-ll. and H-13 die steels. It has higher 
strength properties at elevated temperature (Tab1e II) and 
better thermal conductivity than other steels discussed 
ear11er. Because of' these reasons, 1t 1s :frequently used 
for app11cat1ons where resistance to softening at elevated 
temperattmes is important. It has been used in 1.ndustry 
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gravity die casting, braas extrusion dies, hot punches etc. 
H-21 was se1ected to ~1nd its su1taei11ty ~or the 
temperature range normal1y employed for al~num die 
casting. As it shows good resu1ts for brass die-casting 
dies, it was reasoned that it might prove better than H-11 
and H-1.3 die steels :for aluminum die casting. 
Latrobe Steel Company co~d supply a minimum size of 
1 5/8 inch diameter rods of H-21 steels. These rods were 
therefore machined to i inch diameter to get test specimens 
of required dimensions. Heat treatment parameters were 
selected on the basis o:f Fig. 10d as suppl.1ed by La'brobe 
Company. 
5. MARAGING STEEL 
Maraging steel. is one of the latest developments in 
the alloy steel industry and it has some very promising 
properties which make it a potential candidate :for die 
casting dies. It has maximum room temperature strength 
and elevated temperature strength among all. steels listed 
in Table I!. Thermal conductivity of maraging steels is 
comparable to that of H-1.3 but their coefficient of thermal 
expansion is about 1.2,% lower. Thus maraging steel.s are 
superior in two properties of importance in resistance to 
heat checking. The marag1ng steel.s show a higher fatigue 
endurance 11mit(l9)1n comparison with conventional H-1.3 
as shown in Tab1e III. 
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TABLE III 
FATIGUE ENDURANCE LIMITS OF MARAGING STEEL COMPARED WITH 
H-~.3 DIE STEELS 
Steel. 
Vasco Max .JOO CVM 
B-13 
Rc 108 cyol.es, psi 
125,000 
110,000 
Sufficient hardness and strength are needed if the 
die is to resist de~ormation, peening or br1ne111ng of 
f1ash into the steel.~ and other abuses of the casting 
operation. The higher hardness and tens11e properties 
of the maraging steels in comparison with some of the 
conventional. die steels are shown in Tabl.e II and IV. 
TABLE IV 
BARONESS AND TENSILE PROPERTIES OF MARAGING STEELS 
COMPARED WITH CONVENTIONAL DIE STEELS 
Type RockweJ.l Y1el.d El.oTtion Reduction 
Hardness Strength in Area~ 
Rc (0.2.% off-
set, psi) 
H-1.1 46 190,000 ].]. 
.39 
H-1.3 46 190,000 l.O 
.35 
H-21 50 215,000 1.2 37 
Maraging 54 270,000 ].]. 57 
.300 
3? 
In add1t1on, for an eq~valent hardness and strength 
level, the maraging steels are generally tougher than con-
ventional die steels and show considerably more ductility. 
This makes maraging steel more resistant to gross cracking. 
Also, because of higher hardness levels perm1tted by its 
toughness, the maraging steel should exhibit good resistance 
to washing. The oxidation resistance o~ maraging steel is 
considerably better than that of H-13 die steel, as shown 
in Fig. 11. 
All the above desirable properties of maraging steels 
for dies are attributable to a precisely controlled composi-
tion and structure achieved ~ high purity .alloys, con-
sumable vacuum melting and special hot working techniques. 
Table I shows the nominal anal7sis of 18% N1 maraging steel 
based upon yield strength of about 300,000 psi. Large per-
centages of nickel, cobalt, and molybdenum are important 
contributors to the unique marag1ng hard~ng mechanism. 
Unlike H-13 or H-21, which are hardened by the effect of 
heat treatment on the carbon in steel, the marag1ng alloys 
are essentially earbon-~ree and derive their strength by 
an aging process 1n 1ron-nicke1 martensite. 
In order to reta±n maximum toughness in Large steel 
d1e block sizes, normal stee1making impurities must be 
kept at extremely low levels. The element titanium is a 
very potent strengthener on marag1ng (each 0.1% increases 
y1e1d strength about 10,000 psi). Beron, zirconium and 
WOGHT CAIN P(JI: SURFACI: AJIU 
(millip-s.lcm? l.Or--------------------------, 
TIME tH0URSJ 
Figure ll.Comparative oxidation resistance o£ H-13 die steel 
and mar~ging steels at tooo•F. 
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cal.cittm are added to retard g:rain boundary precipitation 
and improve toughness. 
Ma.raging steel. Unimar ,300 was suppl.ied in i inch 
diameter rod form by Universal.-Cyel.ops Steel. Corporation 
in the sol.ut1on anneal.ed condition and it needed onl.y to 
be aged at 9000F for 3 hours to deve1op fu11 properties. 
Another interesting eharaoteristie of 18% nickel. 
marag1ng steel. 1s 1 ts smal.l dimensional. change on aging. 
After a proper ~11 anneal., the bl.oek contracts about 
0.0005 inch per ineh during aging.(l.9) 
As not much deta1l.ed work 1n the area of suitab111ty 
of marag1ng stee1s for al.~num die casting had been 
reported in 1iterature, the author decided to carry out 
detail.ed investigations about marag1ng steel.. 
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B, Prel.im.inar;r Experiments 
The initial. phase or present project involved the 
se1ect1on of a s~tabJ.e method of heating. It was intended 
to choose a method o~ heating which wouJ.d ol.osely simu1ate 
the actual. temperatures e:x:per.1enced by a die in comparabl.e 
production times on an al.um.inum die oasting machine. 
Fl.u1d1zed bed type of arrangement 1nvol.ves too many 
variables to be oontrol.J.ed. A proper size and type of pow-
der material has to be se1ected because bel.ow a or1tieal 
size the fl.uid1zat1on becomes non-uniform and the heat trans-
fer coefficient decreases. AJ.so, a critical. air fl.ow (or gas 
f'l.ow) rate has to be used to get the maximum heat trans:fer. 
Transfer of spec~en from hot bed to ool.d bed (and vice 
versa) takes some time during which the specimen tempera-
ture can change apprec1abl.p>. This resul.ts in a Jllon-uni:f'orm 
heating or cooling conditions of' the specimen. It needs 
72 to 96 hours cool.ing time i~ the :furnace is to be repaired. 
Gas torch flame heating and water quenching method, 
as adopted by Ladish Stee~ Company(l.J), 1nvo1ves too severe 
a quench which is actual.l.y not experienced by the top sur-
face of' a die in production. AJ.so, the heating times 1nvo1-
ved f'or 2.50 to700°C temperature range are com.:parativel.y 
longer there. 
Induction heating provides a convenient and versat11e 
method and thus it was decided to use an induction heating 
unit for the present work. 
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In aluminum die casting, the d~e surfaces are normally 
preheated to about 250°0 before the molten metal is injected. 
Injection may raise the temperature of: the die surface up to 
670°0 as shown earlier in Fig. 3o. It was therefore the 
object of the preliminary experiments to achieve this temp-
erature range in the minimum possible time with the available 
inducSion heating unit. The avaiJ.able induction unit was a 
single phase, 220 volt, J.i kw output unit with current being 
varia.b1e f'rom 0 to 500 mA. 
In the first experiments, just to set up the proper 
experimental. procedure, 4340H steel was used as die steels 
were not immediately available in stock. Initially cylin-
drical shaped specimens were tested as in Fig. 5b. To 
control the temperature gradient and decrease the eooling 
time, the bore was cooled by a continuous water :flow. All. 
the ey1indr1cal test-pieces could be heated only up to 
6oooc in about 2i minutes. Attempts to increase the heat-
ing rate by alteri.:ng diameters of' test-pieces and coil were 
not very successful because when the wa11 thickness was 
increased to ~ower the rate of' dissipation of' heat to the 
bore, the sur:faoe area to be heated was increased. Al.so, 
steep temperature gradients between outer periphery and 
the center of' the specimen coul.d not be obtained. 
Another type of' tr1a1s were carried out so as to heat 
the surf"ace of the steel. spee1.men (placed outside the heat-
ing coi.l) by pJ.ae1ng 1 t 1n contact with one f'1at end of' a 
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oy11ndriea1 core piece o~ a d1~ferent metal of higher 
thermal. conductivity (e.g. Nit Cu, W etc.) which was 
surrounded by the 1nduct1on co11.. To improve the physical 
contact, the oy11ndr1oa1 core and the bottom steel piece 
were gr1pped between insulated faces of a vertical C-olamp. 
A spring was attached between the eylindr1oal. eore and 
upper :race of the C-o1amp so as to allow for the expansion 
of the core during heating without 1nereas1.ng the pressure 
at the point of contact of the steel piece and the core. 
A temperature increase from 250 to 670°C on the surface 
of steel. piece was obtained in 35 and 30 seconds with nickel 
and copper cores respectively. Attempts to increase the 
heating rates by vary1ng the sizes of the core, steel test-
p1eee and co11 did not result in any appreciable advantage. 
Further, attempts to attain any temperatures h1gher than 
670°C resu1ted 1n melting away of the copper and nickel 
cores. Also. copper eore showed s~1ght d1Tfus~on tendency 
1nto the steel surface. 
Cyl1ndriea1 cores of tungsten were tried so as to 
overcome the above melting problem as it has a very high 
melting point. It took about 40 seconds to get the required 
increases in temperature Trom 250 to 670°0 1.n the beg1.nn1ng. 
But after few cycles. tungsten cores were very bad1Y oxi-
dized and heat1ng times increased st1ll more due to the 
oxide J..ayer .. 
To prevent copper diffusion into steel surfaces, some 
copper cores were el.ectro-coated with nickel and gold as 
these two metals have very 1ow diffusion tendency in stee1 
at the operat:ing temperature of interest. To make the 
coatings adherent, the electro-coated cores were annea1ed 
in neutral. atmosphere. When these nickel and gold coated 
copper cores were used Tor the above heating purpose. the 
coatings spa11ed off during the coo11.ng part of the cyol.e. 
Mol.ybdenum and tantalum foil.s ( 0,. OOJ inch thick) were 
then tried as sepa.rati.on media between copper cores and 
steel pieces. It did prevent the diffusion problem b~t 
no 1mprovement :in heating t1me was ac~eved. 
During the final. trial.s, to ut11ize the maximum power 
ava1.lab1e out o:f the induction unit, air gap between the 
steel. test-piece and the copper 1nduetor oo11s and al.so 
the number of turns of the coil. were varied. Maximum 
efficiency was obtained by using a circular coil. with an 
inside diameter of 5/8 inch for a t 1neh diameter cy11ndrioa1 
test-piece with one comp1ete turn of the co11 only around 
1ts top end. As quite short heating t1mes resul.ted :from 
this, it was therefore decided to use this arrangement :for 
the aotua1 experiments. 
C, Present Expe.-:tmenta1 Methods 
1. Test-piece and Inductor 
A eyl.indrical. test-piece of i 1neh ~ameter and 3/4 
1neh l.ong is used. Top l./16 inch high portion of the samp1e 
is surrotmded by one eompl.ete turn of a copper inductor eo1l. 
made from l./8 lneh outside diameter tubing with eo1d water 
oont1nuous1y ~1ow1ng through its 1/16 ~ch diameter bore. 
The test-p1eoe 1s J.ooated in a copper jig w~ch extracts 
heat from the base of the specimen thus giving a vertica1 
temperature gradient (Fig. 12). 
Measurements have been taken of the temperature dis-
tribution radia11y on top face and dow.n the vertical. side. 
The resu1ts are pl.otted in Pig. J.Ja-b. A specimen of 
4340R was used and temperature at the top periphery was 
oye1ed between 250-670°C. The graphs show the maximum 
temperatures recorded at other positions. 
2. Cool.ing Arrangement 
It was decided to use pressurized air for eoo11ng 
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part of the thermal. cyc11ng of the specimen. In actual. 
production, die-casting die surface 1s not eoo1ed by water. 
Water cooJ.ing channeJ.s are made much beJ.ow the surface of 
the massive d1.es. Use of water quenching on the sur:taee 
of a test-piece causes quench erac~ng and the thermal. 
f'at1gue cracking data so obtained can be mis1ea.ding and 
erroneous. In f'a.ct, in industry. air bl.owers are used to 
coo1 the die surface during the ejection hal.f of the cast-
ing cye1e. For these reasons, air coo11ng was incorporated 
in the present experiments. 
A so1eno1d operated va1ve of t 1neh size, with a 
capacity of operating up to 100 psi was connected in the air 
supp1y 11ne. The pressurized air 1s passed through a set 
of f1l.ters to remove an;y dust or moisture before entering 
F1g. 12-Arrangement of the test-piece and 1nduetor used 
1n present investigation_ 
I 
.• 














ARRANGEMENT OF TEST PIECE AND INDUCTOR. 
SCALE- 2" TO 1•• 
FIGURE l2 
the air va1ve. The so~enoid va~ve is connected in such 
a manner to the OFF t:1mer of the ti JUir un.1 t, that the 
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air va1ve supp~1es air for ooo1ing o~y when the induction 
unit is off. A nozz~e is fitted about i inch above the top 
edge of the test-piece so as to cool. the specimen surface 
by pressurized air supp1ied by the air va~ve. 
The timers do not require resetting after each cyc1e 
and the sequence is therefore oomp1etely automatic. An 
e~eetr1c c1ock incorporated in the c1re~t of the induction 
unit gives the tota1 time for which the unit is run and 
thus the total. number of cyc1es are known. The clock 
incorporated has further advantage of indicating the exact 
time of run 1f acei.dentl.y the un.it stops :functioning at any 
hour o:f the day or night. 
3. lfMR!ratv=e MeasJ!l:ement 
Standard ebra..el./a1umel. thermocouple wires of 0.012 
inch diameter are used. To determine the accurate tempera-
tures on the surface, trials were oarr1ed out on dum.my 
samp1es. One O.o4 inch diameter hole was dri11ed on the 
side of the oy11ndriea1 test-piece, with its center being 
just 0.04 inch be1ow the top surface and up to a depth of 
only o.o, ineh. The thermocouple wires were we1ded to ~orm 
a bead of just the size which w11l push ~it 1nto the above 
dr11led hole. The specimen was heated in the induction 
unit and the temperature recorded by means of a sensitive 
gal vano:raeter. Further, 0. 04 inch diameter holes were 
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drilled at cl.ose spacing radially on t~e top sur~ace and 
along the vertical side so as to get the temperature prorile 
of the whole test-piece. These temperature profiles were 
found to be sim11ar in all the steels. 
Once the temperature profile of the dummy test-piece in 
each steel. was mapped out {Fig. 13), onl.y one hol.e or 0. 04 
inch diameter was dr11l.ed (1./8 inch below the top surface) 
in further test sampl.es. The top surface temperature 1s 
manipul.ated by use of Fig. 13b :t"rom the temperature reading 
obtained by the thermocouple inserted into the above.hol.e. 
This step is necessary because if' the actual test-pieoe 
contains a drilled hole just 0.04 inch below the top surface, 
it acts as a strong stress raiser and causes earlier cracking 
of the material. But the hole drilled 1./8 1neh below the 
surf'aoe (being at a comparatively lower temperature) was not 
found to have any stress raising effect which was verified 
in all l.ater tests. This method of' temperature determination 
was found to be very reliable and accurate. 
Many peop1e record the temperature of surfaces by 
spot wel.d1ng the thermocouple w~res on the test-piece. 
It 1s possible ~or the we1ded junctions to be e1ther hotter 
or colder than the surrounding surf'a.ce. ow:tng to ~nduoed 
currents or to thermal conduction along the wire. Induced 
currents tend to make the junction too hot if the welded 
junction is 1arge. especially 1r it is elongated in the 
direction of current flow. whilst thermal conduction in 
Fig. l3A-Temperature prof'1le in radial direction of' the 
test-piece 
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the wire can make the junction temperature too low if 
the wire is too heavy or 1:r the area of the we~d is small 
in relation to the cross-sectional area of the wire. A 
more serious error can arise in oxidizing atmospheres 
owing to gradual penetration of oxide into the welded 
junction. The area of contact can be greatly reduced and 
the tempera.tureno:f the junction then :ralls owing to con-
duction of heat to the relatively large cold wire. The 
gradual oxidation of welded junction could lead to errors 
of' 50°C or more. 
The electrical resistance of the thermocouples and 
leads used in present experiments was 10 ohms and did not 
alter appreciably until the welded bead was on the point 
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of break1ng. The resistance of the wires and thermocouples 
was checked from time to time and the wires were rewelded 
in case of any doubt. 
4. Heat Treatment 
As the die steel dies are used in fu1ly hardened and 
tempered condition, so as to have maximum resistance to 
thermal :fatigue, 1t is essential to use the test samples 
under similar heat treated conditions. The die steels 
must not be exposed to oxidizing, carbur1z1ng or decarburiz-
ing atmospheres, as all such atmospheres tend to reduce 
the thermal ratlgue resistance of die steels. 
To overcome such d1:f~icu1t1es~ the specimens are sealed 
in stainless steel. envelops (0.002 inch th1ek}. These 
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envelopes are of disposable type and they eliminate the 
need for having elaborate and cost1y gaseous atmospheres 
in heat treatment furnaces and are very useful. for heat 
treatment of small. samples. The samples are then austen-
itized at the required temperature and for required length 
of time (as indicated by the steel. suppl.ier), quenched and 
tempered. In present series of experiments, sampl.es were 
heat treated to get hardness va1ues of Rc 50 and 40 for 
each of the stee1s tested. The samples remain shining 
and bright after heat treatment 1n the stainless steel 
envel.opes. 
Muffle furnaces were used for all heat treatment 
operations in the present study. 
5. Heating and Cool.ing Czel.ing 
The specimen is first heated for one second in the 
beginning and when the whol.e piece is in equilibrium at 
250°C (as indicated by the different ther.moeoupl.es fitted 
on to the test-p1eoe), heating 1s further carried out till. 
670°C temperature 1s obtained on the top surface. Once 
heating time is $tandardized, the induction unit automatical.-
ly g:Q·es off after the set ON time and the so1eno1.d operated 
air val.ve 1mmed1atel.y suppl.ies the pressurized air, through 
the nozzle fitted about i inch above the specimen, for the 
requi.red l.ength of time til.l. the sample coo1s to 25ooc~ 
The air supp1y then automat1eal1y stops a(ter the fixed 
cooling time and the heating eye1e starts again. Hence 
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a~ter the first cyo1e, everything works automat1ca11y. Fig. 
14 shows the complete apparatus set up Cor the present series 
oC experiments. 
The heating time for 4340 steel test-piece was standar-
1zed at 3.65 seconds and the cooling time at 17 seconds. 
The rate o~ heating 1s very rapid at C1rst but then s1ows 
down slightly so that any error due to galvanometer lag is 
negligible. 
Some time temperature graphs were drawn, as shown in 
Fig. 15. The heating rate is very Cast while cooling rate 
which is very h1gh in the begi~ng. slows down oons1derab1y 
after about 500°C. It should be noted here that a medium size 
die ~or casting an aluminum die cast1ng, about 2 1bs. in weight, 
norma1l.y- undergoes a similar time sohedu1e on a 150 ton auto-
matic pressure die casting machine (as per experience o~ the 
author in 1ndustry). Thus the above time-temperature oyc1e 
was considered to be a close simulation of the actual conditions 
experienced by a die surface in production. 
The heat pattern experienced by the test-piece 1s shown 
in a 5X photograph (Fig. 16). The heat conduet1on can be 
observed as concentric isotherms go1ng from the outer per1-
phery towards the center and giving a severe temperature 
gradient radial.l.;y as was shown ea.rJ.ier in Fig. l.Ja. Al.so. 
this heat p~.ttern very cl.osel.y resembl.es Ni.colson•s model. 
(Fig. 2a) when points F and G are i.nterehanged. 
Flg.-14 Apparatus set up ~or thermal 
~at1gue testing of die steels 
Fig. 15-Induction heating and air cooling cycle ~or thermal 
fatigue of die steels 
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Fig. 16-Heat affected pattern on a therma1 
fat1gued specimen of 4340 · stee1 after 
100 cyo1es, in a1r, top face 5.5X 
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6. Experimental. Procedure 
To evaluate the ef'f'eet of' cyclic heating and cooling 
and to establish whether the cracks so developed resemble 
the fatigue cracks, the tests were first carried out on 
4J40H steel. as per :ro11ow1ng testing conditions. 
a. Cylindric.a.J. test-piece of' i inch diameter and 
3/4 inch long was metaJ.lographicalJ.y polished 
on the top surface with aluminum oxide, Linde B, 
3 micron s~ze or less. 
b. The polished sample was examined at lOOX under 
microscope to make sure that the polished surf'aee 
and edges were free from any micro-cracks. 
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c. The test-piece was first brought up to 250°C in a 
manner indicated earlier and then heated for 3.65 
seconds and cooled for 1. 7 seconds. Dry and clean 
air at 60 psi pressure was used as cooling medium. 
The maximum temperatures a tta1ned during heating 
and cooling were 670 and 25ooe respectively. 
d. Specimens were removed :from the machine at intervals 
of 50 cycles during the early stages of' testing. 
The surfaces were meta.11ographicaJ.J.y polished only 
on mierocloth wheel. using aluminum oxide. The pro-
gress of cracking was f'ollowed at a magnification 
of lOOX, us~ng parts ~rom a travelling microscope 
fitted with a graduated eyepiece to enable the depths 
of the cracks to be measured. 
First appearance of" a crack at J.OOX was taken a.s the 
point of initiation of thermal. fatigue. Three sampJ.es 
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were tested up to the point of 1n1t1at1on and s1mi1ar res~ts 
were obtained, thereby showing the reproducibil.ity of' the 
results. Photographs were taken at magn1f'icat1ons between 
5 to 9X. 
One of the samples was then :further cycled to study 
the rate of crack propagation wi.th increased number of' cycles. 
The samp1e was taken out at 1nterva1s of 100 or 200 cycles, 
metalJ.ogr.aphioal.l.y polished and photographed. Lengths of' 
the different eraeks and their total. number were recorded 
under a trave111ng microscope.. These data were then p1otted 
as shown later. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. Observations and Results On 43~0 Steel 
1. Hea. t Treatment 
Austenitized at 1550~ for i hour. 
Tempered at 8000F f'or 2 hours. 
2. Hardness 
H.ardness of the samples as received 
Hardness of the samples af'ter above 




Heating t1me per cycle 
- 3.65 seconds 





Number of cycles for crack 1n1tiat1on - 100 
TABLE V 
PROPAGATION OF THE LONGEST CRACK IN 4340 STEEL 
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$. Discussion o~ Results 
After undergoing some cycles~ an oxide coating is 
formed on the top edge and along the sides~ forming a 
network of cracks developed in the brittle scale as shown 
in Figs. lf and 27b. The metal sur~ace is oxidized more 
rapidly beneath these cracks than 1n positions shielded 
by seale and hence the pattern is reproduced on the metal 
surface on :further cycling. There exists a very close 
resemblance between Figs. 17 and 8a in the general appear-
ance of thermal fatigue samples. The sharp edge of the 
sample acts as a further stress raiser in addition to 
the sharp temperature gradient existing :from the outer 
edge towards the center and hence the :ra tigue cracks are 
seen to start from outer periphery and proceed radially 
inwards. {Figs. 20e.-d). 
The appearance of a single crack, as shown in Fig 18 
at 1JJX, closely resembles an actual heat check in a die 
which was shown earlier in Fig.4c. This clearly established 
that the present thermal. cycling method simulates the 
creation of actual :fatigue cracks in die casting dies. 
The crack propagation sequence can be nicely seen in 
this steel in the set of photographs shown in Figs. 20a.-d. 
Fig. 20a shows two very sharp and fine cracks ( few cycles 
a~ter the crack initiation) at 150 cycles. On further 
cycling, these cracks propagate radially inwards, become 
wider at the edge and also some new cracks are developed 
Fig. 17-0xide sca1e and cracks ~ormed on 
the side o~ the ey11ndr1ea~ .test-piece 
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of 4)40. stee1, in a1r, after 1200 cyo1es 7X 
Fig. 18-An oxide r11led 
thermal fatigue 
crack in 4340 steel 
after 900 oyc1es 133X 
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Fig. 19-Stress raising effect 
of a thermocouple hole 
only 0.04 inch below the 
top surface; 4)40 steel. 
400 cycles 133X 
(a) 150 cycles (b) 290 cycles 
(o) 520 cycles 5X (d) 800 cycles 
F~g. 20-Sequenoe of crack propagation ~n 4340 steel, 
~n air, 250-670°C 
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s ean be seen in Figs. 20b-o. This steel. seems to have 
a.1l.ed very ba.d1;y af'ter 800 cycl.es (Fig. 20d) where cracks 
f" 0.2 mm w1dth and 1.6 mm depth oan be seen. The severity 
nd frequency of' cracking clearly shows the unsu1tab11ity 
f" such a steel. ~or thermal fatigue resistance req~red 
r d1e steel.s. 
The stress raising effect due to a thermocouple hol.e 
ust 0. 04 inch bel. ow the surf'aee o:f a d't~Jmny sampl.e oan be 
een in Fig. 19. where a large oraek developed just above 
he hol.e at 400 eyel.es. Because of' this reason,. the thermo-
oupJ.e hole was made 1/8 inch beJ.ow the surf'aee in actual 
est-pieces whieh did not cause any stress raising ef'feet 
n the cracking tendency as can be seen in Figs. 20b-d, 
·here a uniform cracking developed a11 over the periphery 
.nd not pref'erent1a11y at the J.ocat1on above the thermocoupl.e 
~oJ.e. 
The rate of' cracking o:f this steel. can be seen 1n 
k1g. 21. The ora.ck1.ng progresses at a very high ra. te up to 
. eraok depth of' about l.. 2 mm and then the rate drops sl.ightly. 
~he reason for th1.s drop 1n oraok1.ng rate 1s tha. t the high 
;emperature ;rr.egion (6S0-6?0°C) extends upto about 1.2 mm 
'rom the outer edge and the tempera. ture drop ts substantial 
)eyond this region (Fig. 13&). Had there been a un1:f"orm. 
1i.gh temperature region beyond 1 .. 2 mm, the cracking wou1d 
1ave progressed at a1most the same rate 1n a 11near manner. 
Thus having estab11shed that the thermal. fatigue test-
Lg. 21-Propagation of the longest crack with thermal 
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.ng procedure carried out on 4340 steel reproduces the 
~hermal fatigue behavior encountered in die casting dies, 
.t was decided to continue the same testing technique on 
;he commercially available and the potential candidate 
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Lie steels to evaluate their resistance to thermal fatigue. 
~. La.dish D-11 Steel 
. • Heat Treatment 
Group I: Austen1 t1zed at 1800<>F for i hour, air 
quenched and double tempered for 4+4 hours at 
11ootlp. 
Group:II: Austen1t1zed at 1800°F fort hour, air 
quenched and double tempered for 4+4 hours at 
120Q0p. 
~. Hardness 
Hardness of samples as received - Rc 29 
Hardness of samples of GToup I after heat treatment -
Rc 48 
Hardness of samples of Group II after heat treatment -
Rc 40 
3. Thermal Cycling 
Heating time per cye1e - 3.3 seconds 
Cooling time per cycle 
4-. Results 
20.1 seconds 
Crack initiation of Group I samples - 125 cycles 
Crack initiation of' Group II samples - 75 cycles 
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TABLE VI 









Crack length, mm 
.46, .43, ,41., .40, 
.38 (2)*, .3.5, 
• 31 ( 2 ) ' • 3 0 • • 2 5 ( 2 ) ' 
.18, .1.7 
.71, .68, .64 (2), 
.58 (2), .50, .49, 
• 44 {2) •• 42, .29, 
.28 (2), .27, .24-
• 99 ( 2) • • 89' • 88, 
.BJ, .8o, .75, 
.71 (2), .69, .6.5, 
• 64' • 6 J' . 62 t • 61' 
• 58 t • 56 1 • 55 t • 52 t 
.401 • 38 {2) 
1.17, 1..06, 1.03, 
• 981 * 97 t o 96 t • 9.5 t 
.92 (2), .84, .78(2) 
• 771 o 76 t • 70 ( 3) t 
.68, .661 .60, .55, 
.53, .47 •• 40, .38 
1.31., 1.23, 1.22 (2) 
1.12, 1.10, 1.08, 
1.0.5. 1.o4, 1.03, 
1. 02 ' • 97 , • 96. ' • 9 5, 
• 94 \2), .90 (2), 
,88, .so, .77. 
o 72 ( 2 ) 1 o 6.5 f: e 6 3 , 










.40, .)9, .,38, .33, 
• 18 ' . 17. • 15 ' 
.13 (2), .10 
o 841 • 79 t • 78 t • 77 t 
.69, .68, .65 • • 64, 
.62 (2), .59, .sa • 
.56, .ss • . ,54, .,53, 
.47 (2), .45, .37 • 
• .3.3, .30, .25 
1.20, 1.18, .92 (2), 
• 9 01 • 86 ( 2 ) 1 o 82 ( 2 ) 1 
.781 .76 (2), .721 
.71., .66, .62, .60 (2), 
.54 
1..47, 1.30, 1.28, 
1.27, 1.25, 1.08, 
1.06 (2), 1.03 (2), 
• 98' • 97' . 9 5' • 9 0 • 
• 86, .85 (2), .80 (2), 
.75, .. 66, .,60, .56, 
• 55' • 54' . 3 5, • 34 
1.62, 1.43, 1.271 
1.24, 1R20 (3), 1.18, 
1.15, 1.10, 1.08, 
1. C'l { 2 ) , 1 .. 02 , 
1. 00 ( 2) • • 98' • 96 • 
.88, .. 8?, .. 85, .so, 
.76, .68, .47, . .35. 
.26 
• Number wit~ parenthesis indicates the number o~ cracks o~ 
same l.ength. same notation is :ro11owed 1n al.1 J.ater tabl.es. 
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• Discussion of Results 
This steel was round to get oxidized badly within rew 
ycles. The sequence of' crack propagation in samples of' 
ardness Rc 4t is shown in Figs. 22a-d while :for samples 
r hardness Rc 40 is shown in Figs. 2~d. The cracks 
re longer and wider for the lower hardness samples and 
t 900 cycles, both groups o:r samples show severe cracking, 
omparable with 4340 steel samples (Figs. 20c-d). The 
rack widths are upto 0.15 mm. 
The :rast rate of' crack prope.ga t1 on ea.n be seen in 
ig. 24. The crack length varies almost linearly with the 
.umber of: cycles upto high temperature region of' 1. 2 mm 
epth and then the cracking rate drops due to low tempera-
ure region beyond this depth. Cracking rates are 0.00191 
nd 0. 00132 mm/ cycle f'or Rc 40 and Rc 4~ hardness samples 
espectively, as calcuJ.a.ted :rrom the slope of' curves in 
he linear region. It clearly indicates low resistance of 
teel to thermal fatigue at lower hardness levels. The 
hape of' the curves drawn are almost similar ror both 
ardness levels. 
Curves have also been drawn f'or cumulative number of 
•racks vs crack lengths in Figs. 25 and 26. These curves 
.ndicate that the cumulative number of' cracks increase 
·ith the increase in crack lengths :ror fixed number o:r 
:ycles. Further, at larger number of: cycles, number o:r 
~racks of' smaller lengths is less while the larger cracks 
(a.} J.25 cycles 5X (b ) 3 00 cycles 
(c) 700 cycles 5X (d) 9 00 cycles 
Fig. 22-Crack propagation in La.dish D-lJ. steel 




(a) 100 cycles 5X (b) 300 cycles 
(c) 700 cycles 5X (d) 900 cycles 
Fig. 23-Craek propagation in Ladish D-11 steel 




1g. 24-Propagat1on of the longest crack with thermal 
cycling in Ladish D-11 steel samples of hardness 
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l g . 25-Cumulative number of' cracks versus eraek length 
at dif'f'erent stages of' thermal cycling in Ladish 
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tg. 26-Cumulat1ve number of cracks versus crack length 
at different stages o~ thermal cycling in Lad1sh 
D-11 samples of hardness Re 40 
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(X) 
•re more (Figs. 22 and 23).. It brings out the :tact that 
Luring earlier stages o:f cycling, more and more new 
~racks are initiated while during the 1ater stages, 
~rlier existing cracks are propagated and :fewer number 
>:f new cracks are initiated. 
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Because o:r unexpectedly low number o:f cycles to :failure 
~nd severe cracking rates, as compared to other die steels 
;ested (see later sections), Ladish Company was requested 
;o suppJ.y a new lot o:f D-11 steel bars. The latter lot 
m.s properly machined, heat treated to the Re 4$ and Rc 40 
~rdness 1eve1s and tested :for thermal :fatigue as be:fore. 
3ut . again, all the samples showed the same results as 
:;hown by the earl.ier lot, thereby 1nd1cat1ng the reproduc-
ibility o:f the resu.l.ts by the present testing technique. 
G, H-11 D.1e Steel 
1. Heat Treatment 
Austen1t1zed at 1825Qp :for i hour and air quenched. 
0 Double tempered :for 2 + 2 hours at 1.025 F. 
2. Hardness 
Hardness o:r hot rolled and annealed samples - Re 22 
Hardness o:f heat treated samples - Re 49 
3. Thermal Cycling 
Heating time per cycle - 3.0 seconds 
Cooling time per cycle 19.8 seconds 
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• Results 
Number of' cycles f'or crack initiation - 1100 
TABLE VII 










Crack 1 ength, mm Number of." Crack length, mm 
Cycles 
.06, .05, .045, 3~00 
.. 04(2 '} 
.10, • 09' • 08' • 07 5, 
.0.5, .04 
• 12' • 11 ( 2) ' • 10 ( 2). 
• ~9 ( 3 ) , • 08 ' .. 07 ( 4 ) • 
• 06, ~ 05 
• 18 ( 2 ) ' • 16 ( 5 ) ' • 14' 
.12(2), .08, .06, 3800 
• 05 (2)' • 02 
• 24' • 2 3 ' • 21' • 2 0' 
.18 ( 5)' .15, .14' 
• 13, • 12 ( 3 ) ' • 11 ( 2 ) ' 
.10(2), .08, .06(4), 
.0.5, .04, .03(2), 
• 02 (2) 
.3.5, .31(2), .28, . 
• 2 6 ( 2 ) ' • 2 5 ( 4 ) , • 24 ( 2 ) 42 0 0 
.2.3(2), .21, .20(2), 
.19, .18(3), .16, 
.15 ( 3)' .14, .13' 
• 12 ( 2 ) , • 11 ( 2 ) ' • 10' 
. 08, • 07, • 0.5, • 04 
. 48' • 47.. . 42' • 39, 
.38, .37(2), • .36, 
. 3 5, • 34 ( 2 } , • 3 0' 
.29, .27(3), .26, 
• 2 5, . 24 ' • 2 3 ' . 21 ~ 
.20(2), .19, .18(2;, 
.17(3), .16, .14, 
. 1.3, . 12, • 11 ' 
• 10 ( 2 ) , • 09, • 06 ( 2 ) 
• 62 , • 55 , • 54 ' • 53 • 
• 48 , • 47 , • 4.5 t • 42 , 
.40, • .39, .. 38, 
• .31(2), .29, .28, 
.27, .26(2), .25, 
.21(2), .20(3), 
.19, .1.8(2), .17, 
. 15 ( 3 ) ' .14, . 13, 
. 12 ( 2 ) • • 11 , • l. 0 ( 2 ) , 
• 06, • 03 
.80, .75 •• 68, .66, 
• 6.5, • 62' • 60 ( 4)' 
• .52, .so, .47(2), 
.40, .36, .35(2), 
• .3 0, • 28 ' • 2 7 ( 2 ) ' 
• 24 { 2 ) , • 21, • 2 0 { 2 ) ' 
.19, .18, .l6, .l.5t 
.14{2), .13, .12(5J, 
.10, • 08 
• 9 8 , • 94 , • 8 5 , • 8 0 ' 
• 77' . 7 5 ( 2) t • 71, 
.70, .. 68, .63, 
• 60(2), • 55, • 53, 
.45, .42, .40, .38, 
• 36, . 34, . .30, 
.28(2), .24, .23, 
.22, .21, .19, .l8~ 
.1.)(4), .11, .10(2;, 
.oa 
Discussion of Results 
H-11 was :round to :form a thin but adherent and 
npervious oxide layer due to the presence of large 
nount o:f chromium. The cracking tendency is therefore 
3duced due to presence ot: this protective oxide layer. 
comparison of the resistance of this steel to thermal 
rcling and oxidation can be seen in Figs. 27a-b. A 
~mple of H-11 (Fig. 27a) showed very ~ittle oxidation 
98-r the outer periphery (high temperature zone) arter 
200 cycles whereas a test-piece of 4)40 steel was found 
::> have oxidized and cracked badly after only 800 cycles 
~ig. 27b). It is because of this higher resistance to 
h.erma.l fatigue that H-11 is used f'or hot work die steels. 
Crack initiation in this steel is found to start 
1th the formation of oxide lined sharp microcracks as 
hown in Fig. 28a. This mierocrack then propagates with 
urther eyol~ as in Fig. 28b and f'inally forms a macro-
rack in the metal as shown in Fig. 28c. The sharp tip 
f the crack can be seen in all the three photographs. 
Crack propagation on macroseale is depicted in 
lgs. 29a-d :for the sample cycled between -2200 to 4200 
ycles. The cracks seem to open up at the edges with 
urther cycling (Figs. 29c-d) and finally can become 
arge enough to entrap the molten metal in actual die 
asting operations. 
Fig. 30 shows a plot between the longest crack 
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Fig. 27(a)-A th1n 1 .adherent oxide f11m formed 
in H-11; unpo11shed surface, 1200 oyo1es 5X 
Fig. 2?(b)-Br1tt1e oxide scale and cracking in 
4340 steel; unpolished sample, 800 cyo1es ax 
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(a) 1.1.25 o.yol.es 266X (b) 1250 oycl.es 266X 
{e) JOOO oyc1es l.JJX 
Fig. 28-(a) Initiation or a m1crocraek; (b) propa-
gation ot: miorocrack; (o) l.arge :macroorack 
:formed 1n H-l.J.. Note the sharp tip of crack 
1n (a )-(c L. Al.1 these photographs are of the 
same crack after dl:f:ferent number of cyel.es. 
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(a) 2200 cyo1es 7X (b) 3000 cycJ.es 
(c) 3400 eyc1es (d) 4-200 cyo1es 
Fig. 29-P.ropagat1on of therma1 fatigue cracks 
with further cye11ng in H-11 
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5X 
'1g. 30-Propagation of the 1ongest crack with therma1 
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number of' cycles. During the ea.rl.y stages, new cracks 
·e created and also propagated wh1.1e during the later 
ages of' cycling mostly the earlier existing cracks are 
·opaga ted. Hence slope of' the curve 1s slightly lower 
Litially while later it increases almost linearly. The 
9ek propagation rate 1n the linear region of the curve 
1 0.0004 mm/ eyele. 
Fig. 31 shows the eumu1at1ve distribution of all 
te cracks and the era.ek lengths f'or d1.:f:ferent number 
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· cycles. The graph shows almost a 11.near relation between 
1e eumul.a t1 ve number of' cracks and era.ek length at larger 
unber of' eyeles. At small.er number of' cycl.es, the linear 
~gion is cut short probabl.y as two phenomena, namely, 
1e initiation and propagation of' cracks, take place 
lile only the latter phenomenon predominates at ~rger 
unber of' cycles. 
H-13 Die Steel 
. Heat Treatment 
Austen1tized at J.850°F f'or i hour and air quenched. 
Dou))le tempened at lo400F f'or 4 + 4 hours .. 
, Hardness 
Hardness of' samples received - Re 22 
Hardness a:rter heat treatment - He 49 
• Thermal Cycling 
Heating time per cycle - J.O seconds 
Cooling time per eyoJ.e 19.8 seconds 
.g. Jl-Cumul.a ti ve number of' c:racks versus crack length 
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Resul.ts 
Number of cycles ~or crack 1n1t1at1on - 1330 
TABLE VIII 
CBACK PROPAGATION WITH THERMAL CYCLING IN H-13 STEEL 
nber of Crack length, mm 
::=yc1es 
1330 .07, .o45 
1500 .082, .045, .02 
1925 .19, .15, .06, .05, 




.24, .13, .12, .11, 
• 08 t • 07 ( 2 ) , • 06 • 
. 055, • o4, • 025, 
• 02 
. 38, .175, .15, 
.14(2), .13, .10, 
• 07 ( 2 ) , • 06 5 ' 
.055, .05(2) 
.so, .285, .26, 
.25, .22, .20, .17, 
• 16. .1.5. .14. • 1.3, 
.11, .10, .09, .06, 
.05, .05(2), .OJ 
Discussion ot Reeul.ts 
Number of Crack length, mm 
Cycles 
J4oo • 62, • J65, • J4, . 30, 
.275, .26, .235, 
.20, .18, .175, 
3800 
4200 
• 1. 7' . • 1.5. .13 ( • 11 t 
• 1. 0 ( 2 ) , • 09 ( 2 J ' 
• 08, • 06, . 05 
• 79. . 49 f .. 48' . 39' 
.)6, .33, .. 30, .28, 
.25, .2), .22, .20, 
• 1.8' .15 ( 2 ) , .1.3, 
• 12 , • 08' • 07' . 0 5, 
• o4, • 03, • 02 
• 93. • 58' • 57, • 48, 
• 45' . 44' • 39, . 38' 
.)4, .30, .26, .24, 
• 22. • 2 0 ( 2 ) , • 19' 
.1.6, .12, .10, .08(3), 
• 05 
This steel was also found to form a thin, adheren~ and 
otect1 ve o~1.de eoa. t1ng on the surface dur1.ng cycling like 
11 but was mo:re resistant to thermal. :fat1.gue era.cld.ng than 
11. 
The era. eking sequence on m1oroseal.e 1s shown 1n Figs. 
a-c. As 1n H-11, 1.n1.t1al.ly very :fine m1.crooracks are formed 
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{a) 1330 cycles 4oox (b) 1600 cycles 400X 
(c) 2700 cycles 13JX 
Fig. 32-(a} Initiation of a miorocrack; (b) propagation 
of' the microcrack; (c) a large macroorack forma-
tion and its branching at an impurity or an 
inclusion 1n H-13 
92 
the edges (Fig. J2a), which prop:l.ga.te both radially and 
~th wise on further cycling (F~g. J2b). As the testing is 
lng carried out in alr, the wal.J.s o~ the crack are lined 
~h oxide f'il.m (Pig. J2b). Fur.ther cycling causes the 
lek to propagate further and al.so opens up the width of' 
e cracks (Fig. J2e). A branching of' the crack at some 
elusion or eon-homogeneity in the steel can also be seen 
Fig. J2o. 
A macroview of the cracking on top sur:face is shown 
Figs. 33&-d.. Up to JOOO eyo1es, the cracks are compa.ra-
vel.y s:ma.11.er and f'ewer (Figs. JJa.-b and Figs. 28a-b) than 
H-11 steel.. But the overa11 cracking sequence up to 4200 
e1es is very much similar :tn the two steels" Some cracks, 
:art1ng away from the edge ean also be seen 1n Fig. J)d .. 
Progress of' the ~ongest crack with ~he increasing 
tmber or eyel.es is shown in Fig. J4. The initial. region 
1ows slightly sma11er slope where both the crack initiation 
td crack propagation occurs. The l.ater linear portion 
1ows larger slope as the crack pro:pe.ga.tion phenomenon 
~dominates at larger number of' cycles. The crack propa.-
Ltion rate f'or this steel in the l~near region 1s about 
.000366mm/ cycle. 
Fig. J5 shows the behavior of cumulative number o~ 
~acks at different eye1es vs crack length for the region 
hown. These curves are very much s1m1l.ar to the one's 
hown for H-11 in Fig. 31. 
9.3 
(a) 2200 o;yoJ.es 7X (b) 3000 cycl.es 5X 
(c) )400 cycles 5X (d) 4200 cyel.es sx 
Fig. 33-A sequence of crack 1n1t1at1on and propa-
gation on a ms.crosoa~e 1n H-13. Note the cracks 
away £rom the edge in (e) and (d) which 1n1t1ate 
at an 1noJ.usion or an impurity aot1ng as a 
point of stress concentration. 
.g. 34-Propagat~on of the longest crack w1th therma1 
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Lg. 35-Cumul.ative number of' cracks versus crack length 
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In genera~. H-~~ and H-13 have the same composition 
cept that vanadium 1s increased ~rom 0.5 to ~.o percent 
H-13. This increases the wear resistance of the steel. 
is obvious from above data, H-13 gave slightly better 
sistance to thermal fatigue than H-11. The behavior of 
,th steels was found to be very similar in all the experi-
:nts which is also borne out from similarity of photo-
a phs and graphs shown :for both steels. 
H-21 Die Steel 
Heat Treatment 
Austenitized at 21500F for 15 minutes and air quenched. 
Double tempered at 11200p for 2 * 2 hours. 
. B'.ardness 
Hardness of the samples as received - Rc 22 
Hardness after heat treatment - Rc 49 
• Thermal Cycling 
Heating time per cycle 2.6 seconds 
Cooling time per cycle - 19 seconds 
• Results 
Number of cycles for crack initiation - 1600 
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TABLE IX 










Crack length, mm Number o:f Crack length, mm 
.20 
.21 
• 3 0. ~ 1.5' .1 0 ( 4) ' 
• 08' • 07 
.32, .18, .12(2), 
• 11 ( 2 ) ' • l 0 ( 2 ) ' 
.oa, .o7, .o6(5), 
.05(2), .o4(2) 
.45, .33,. .25\ 
.22(2), .20(2;, 
.19(2), .J.8, .l?, 
.14 ( 2)' .J.2 ( 2)' 
• 09 (2). • 08. 
.05(2), .o4, 
• 0 3 ( 2 ) , • 02 ( 2 ) 
.54, .42, .)8, .35, 
. 34, .. 32. • 30, • 27, 
• 2 6 • • 2 5 ' • 24, • 2 3 • . 
.. 22(2), .21, .29, 
.19 ( 2 ) ' . 18 ( 4). . 17 t 
.15, .12(2), .10(4), 
• 08 ' • 06 t • 0 5 ( 2 ) t 
.o4 
• 72, . 57. .. 52. • 48. 
.. 47, .46, .43, .42, 
.)8(2), .35, .33. 
-.3~(2), .30, .28(2), 
.27(2), .26, .25, 
.23, .21, .20(2), 
.16, . l5. .14' .13 t 
• 10 ( 2 ) ' .. 09. • 08 ( 2 } 





.92, .73, .63, .61, 
.60, .57 •. 55 •• 53, 
.44(2), .43, .42, 
. 39, • 38' .. 37, . 36, 
.35, .30(2), ,28, 
.26, .25, .23, .20(2), 
.17. .16, .15 ( 2)' 
.12 ( 2 ) , • 1.0 ( 2 ) , 
.08(3) 
1.07, .80, .73, .70, 
• 69, • 68' . 60. • 59' 
• 55' .. .51.. • 50, .. 49' 
.4.5, .43, .40, .. 38(2), 
.37, .3.5(2), .J0(2), 
.29(2), .28, .27, 
.25, .20(2), .19(2), 
.J.8' • ~ 7' .1.6, 
.10(2) 
1.26, .8.5, .80, .79, 
.?O, .69, .67, .58, 
. 55. • 53, . 51' 
• 49 ( 2)' ·- • 47, • 46, 
.45, .LI4, .43, .40, 
• 37. . 36, . 35. • 34, 
.33, .32, .30(3), 
.29, .28, .25, .20(2), 
.19. .. J.6' .14 
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»1seuss1on of Resu1ts 
An oxide coating, th1eker than in the case of H-11 and 
~ steeJ.s. is f'orm.ed in this steel. w1th1n :first few 
Lred cycles. A typ1ea~ phenomenon 1n the ox1dat1on 
~cter1st1cs of this stee1 was observed which the author 
ed to 1nvest1ga te 1n great deta:11 and came up w1 th the 
Lowing ooncl.usions. 
Long, thin, eraok-11ke streaks are f'ormed in the 
ie coating during in1t1al. cyaJ.i.ng (P1g. ,36&). But when 
sampl.e is pol.1shed on the :f'1ne wheel., no cracks are 
erved on the metal. surf'aoe. These superf'J.uous cracks 
the top oxi.de 1ayer are observed even up to 1525 cycles, 
h no resu1tant cracking 1n the metal., as can be seen 
m Fi.gs. ,36b-o. The cracking 1n the metal. starts onl.y 
about 1600 cycles and then the crack propagation 1n 
~ metal. proceeds in a manner observed in B-1.1, H-13 and 
Ler steel.s tested. The crack propagation on the m1oro-
~p1e sca1e is ol.earl.y obvi.ous from Fi.gs. J6d-ti. It 1s 
trefore the author's conc1us1on that if the oxide 1ayer 
not removed :rrom the top, this steel. shows better 
~1stanee to thermal. f'a tigue era eking than R-11 and H-1.3 
! stee1s. Caution must be taken in not interpreting the 
lt1a1 superfl.uous cracks in the oxide l.ayer as the cracks 
the metal.. 
Crack propagation w1th f'urther oyc11ng on a ma.croscal.e 
il.l.ustrated in Fig. 37a-d. Very sharp tipped and thin 
101 
) 450 cyo1es, unpolished 
65X 
(b) 1525 cyo1es, partly 
po11shed 266X 
(c) 1525 cycles, fully polished 13:3X 
~ee l.iUt page '£or oapti,on 
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(d) J.725 cycles 266X 
(e) 2100 cycles 266X 
g. 36 (a)-(c) Crack-11ke streaks are ~ormed 1n oxide f11m 
during earJ.y stages of cycJ.1ng 1n H-21 but disappear 
on po11sh1ngJ (d) shows the actual crack :formed 1n the 
metal. which prope.ga. tes on further cyol1n.g as 1n (e) • 
(a) 2100 cycles ?X (b) 3000 cycles 5X 
(e) 3400 cycles 5X (d) 4200 cycles 5X 
Fig. 37-Propagation of' thermal fatigue cracks in 
H-21. Cracks are sharp tipped and their width 
near the edge is smaller than in H-11 and H-13. 
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J.o4 
lks are ~ormed up to 3000 cycles and then these cracks 
pagate radially inwards and also open up in w1dth near 
specimen edge. A comparison of these photographs with 
se of H-11 and H-13 steels (Figs. 29, 33) clearly indicates 
t cracks are comparatively narrower in this steel. 
The rate of' propagation or the longest eraok has been 
tted in Fig. 38. Immediately after appeaxanoe or the 
st crack, at 1600 cycles, more cracks appear and also 
existing craeks propagate up to about 2400 cycles (see 
o TabJ.e IX).. After 2400 cycles, not :many new cracks 
t created but all. the previousl..y created era.eks prop;tga.te 
a linear ma.nner. Because of both crack creation and 
>paga. t1on between 1600-2600 eyel.es, the curve shows 
.ghtly sma1l.er slope than the 1ater linear region after 
)0 eyeles. The crack propagation rate in the 11near 
~ion 1s about 0.000450mm per eyele. 
Fig. 39 shows the graph. between cumulative number of 
~cks and craek 2engths at different stages of cycling. 
~ graph el.ear1y points out that a11 the cracks at different 
tges of cycling behave :in an 1d.B,nt1ea1 manner and that 
e crack l.engths increase continuousl.y with :further cycl.ing. 
Maraging Steel 
Heat Trea. tment 
Aged at 90oop for J hours 
~. 38-Propagation or the longest crack with thermal 
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; .. J9-Cumul.at1ve number ot: eraoks versus crack l.ength 
at di.f'f erent stages of' thermal. cyol.1ng 1n AISI B-21. 
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Hardness of' the sampJ.es as rece1.ved (Annealed at 
1500°F at the mil.J.) - Rc 34 
Hardness a:fter aging - Rc 53 
'hemal. §!zel.ing 
Heating time per cycle - 2.9 seconds 
Cooling t1me per oyc1e - 17.4 seconds 
tesul.ts 
Number of' eye1es ~or crack 1n1t1at1on - 2000 
TABL.E X 







Crack length, mm Number of 
Cyo1es 
• 02(3) •• 018, • 015~ 3400 
• 01( 6) 
• 0 3 ( 2 ) ~ • 02~, 
• 02 ( 2 ) , • 015 ( 5 ) t 
• 012 5 ( 2 ) , • 01 ( 5) 
.lo(.2 > t • o~, .o64, 3soo 
• 055(2 J. • 04, 
• OJ ( 4) , • 02 5 { 3 ) , 
• 02 ( 2 ) , . • 015, • 014. 
• 012 , • OJ. ( 5 ) , • 0 0 5 
• 24. . 22 , • 19 5. • 19, 
.1.6, .13, .125, .. 12, 4200 
• 11. . 10, • 09, • 08 • 
• 06(4), .055, .05(2), 
• o4, • 03. • 02. • 017. 
.015, • 01 
Crack length~ mm 
.40, .37(2), .28, 
.2?, .24, .22, .21t 
.19, .18(3)t .16(2J 
.155 •• l2(2J, .ll, 
• 10. • 09' • 07 ( 2 ) • 
.055, .05, .o4 
.62, .61, .60, .57 • 
• 47, .41, • 4ot 
. 38 ( 2 ) ' .. Jl ( 2 ) ' • 2 9' 
.28, .26, .22, .18, 
.17' .16. .14, .11' 
• 08 , • 07 C3 ) I • 06 
.80(2), .76, .63, 
.61, .59, .57, .55 • 
• 52. .48, .47 t .43, 
.40, .37, .35~ .27, 
.25, .21, .20\2), 
.19, .17, .16, .10(2) 
, seussion of Resu1 ts 
A thin, tight and adherent oxide soa1e is formed on 
Jurfaee of the test-piece during initial stages of 
Lng. The oxide scale formed is much less than in 
)f the other die steels tested ea.r11er :tn present 
!S of experiments. T~s steel was found to be most 
stant to the crack 1nit:tat1on and the first cracks 
observed only at 2000 cycles. Very f'i.ne microcracks 
1n1 t1a11y :formed at aooo cycles -which were visible 
ver 500X magn1:f1ca.t1on (Fig. 40a). These microcracks 
propagate radially inwards with further cycling as 
be seen in Figs. 40b-e. 
A maeroview of' the crack propagat1.on is illustrative 
L Figs. 41a to d. A comparison of these maerocra.cks 
L H-11, H-13 and H-21 steels, :for the same number of' 
.es, clearly indicates that the cracks in mara.ging 
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~l are much f'iner and they do not open up much at the 
~imen edge. Also, the frequency of oeeurance of' cracks 
~ompa.rable to tba t of H-1.3 and 1s much lower than in 
L and H-21 steels. 
The propagation of the longest crack with higher num-
of' cycles follows a trend very similar to that observed 
the other steels tested earlier. The crack propagation 
e in the linear region was observed to be o. 00047mm per 
le ( F i g . 42). The maximum length of' the longest crack 
4200 cycles was observed to be the lowest among all the 
(a) 2000 cycles .52 0X (b) 2200 cycles .52 0X 
(c) 2620 cycles 400X 
Fig. 40-(a) Initiation o~ microcracks near the 
specimen edge; (b)-(c) propagation of' the 
same microcrack with ~urther thermal cycling 
in 18% nickel maraging steel 
111 
(a) 3000 cye1es ?X .·(b) 3400 cye1es 
(c) 3800 cycles 5X (d) 4200 cycles 5X 
Fig. 41-Propagation of macrocracks with thermal 
cycling in maraging steel. Cracks are very 
narrow and straight and their width near the 
edge is the smallest among a11 the steels 
tested in the present investigation. 
112 
42-Propa.ga tion of' the longest crack w:1 th therma.l 
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43-Cumulative number of cracks versus crack length 
at different stages of thermal cycling in 18% 
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steels tested earlier. The propagation behavior of all 
the cracks observed can be seen in Fig. 43. All the cracks 
seem to behave in an identical manner and the crack lengths 
continuously increase with higher number of cycles. 
All the results clearly point out to the fact that 
for an equivalent hardness, the maraging steels are to1~her 
than the conventional die steels. They showed a better 
resistance to gross cracking created due to thermal fatigue 
failure. 
G. Some General Features of Cracks Observed 
In all the steels tested, it was observed that crack-
ing invariably started at the edges of the circular specimen 
or at some inclusions away from the edge. The sharp edge 
of the specimen and the surface inclusions act as points 
of stress concentration, thereby leading to an earlier 
cracking. At certain locations, where two or more cracks 
were initiated close by, f1~ther cycling caused the propa-
gation and joining of the adjacent cracks. A sequence 
of two such adjacent cracks and their propagation in marag-
ing steel is well depicted in Figs. 44a-c. Joining of 
such multiple cracks leads to the network of cracks frequent-
ly observed in die casting dies (Fig. 4a). Fig. 44c shows 
a complete collapse of a chunk of die steel, leading to 
the formation of a large pit at the edge which is in close 
contrast to such a phenomenon observed in actual dies 




(a) 3000 cycles 266X 
(b) 3400 cycles 195X (c) 3800 cycles 133X 
Fig. 44-Two adjacent cracks propagate simultaneously 
and finally join together on further cycling, 
causing the small chunk of metal to drop off 
and form a pit or heat check in maraging steel. 
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Initiation of a crack at an inclusion away from the 
edge of specimen is shown in Fig. 45a. On further cycling 
this crack propagated on both sides (F'ig. 45b). Fig. 45c 
shows the joining of a crack propating from the edge with 
another crack which originally started from an inclusion 
away from the edge. A sequence of the initiation and 
propagation of these two cracks was studied by the author 
and the two were found to have joined at the point A 
shown in the photograph. 
All the thermal fatigue cracks observed propagated 
radially inwards and also axially downwards. Fig. 46a 
shows a crack on the top surface after 4200 cycles 1n 
H-21 steel. Figs. 46b and c show the same crack at a 
depth of 0.014 and 0.050 inch respectively at the same 
magnification. All the features in the appearance of the 
crack at the different depth levels appear to be similar 
except that the crack is more opened up at the top surface 
than at larger depths below the surface. 
An investigation of microstructures of the different 
steels was carried out to anderstand the nature of crack-
ing. It was found that in all the steels tested, the cracks 
were straight, oxide lined and transcrystalline. Fig. 4?a 
shows a heavily oxide lined crack in H-Gl steel at the top 
surface after 4200 cycles while Fig. 47b shows a crack 
0.050 inch below the surface. The subsurface portion of tbe 
crack has comparatively less oxide lining. A similar trend 
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(a) JOOO cycles, 266X 
(b) 4200 cycles 266X (c) 2200 cycles lJJX 
Fig. 45 (a)-(b) Initiation of a crack at an inclusion or an 
impurity, away from the specimen edge and its propa-
gation in both directions in H-13; (c) a crack started 
at an inclusion away from the specimen edge and on 
further cycling it joined with a crack (initiated at 




(a) 4200 cycles, 
top surface 
(b) 4200 cycles, 0.014 inch 
65X below the surface 65X 
(c) 4200 cycles, 0.050 inch below the surface 65X 
Fig. 46-Appearance of a thermal fatigue crack at 
different depths from the top surface in H-21 
(a) H-21, 4200 cycles, top 
surrace, Etch. Pic~~ 800X 





{b) H-21, 4200 cycles, 0.05 inch 
below the sur:face, Etch. Pic~l 
800X 
(d) H-13, 4200 cycles 
Etch. Picral 800X 
Fig. 47-Microstructures of die steels a:fter thermal 
cycl.ing. The :fatigue cracks in all the steels 
are ox1.de :filled and trans crystalline in nature. 
12.3 . 
was observed 1n H-11, H-13 and Maraging steels (Figs. 47c-d). 
The appea~nce of microstructures and cracks 1s in quite 
close agreement with Fig. 9 shown in the literature review 
section. 
The appearance of oxide filled crack in Fig. 47a 
appears to ind1ca te that these cracks have ceased to pro::pa-
f3& te, or are propa.ga t1ng very slowly. During the test the 
more pronounced cracks can be seen to c1ose in the heating 
stage of the cycle, and open on eoo11ng. and 1t is clear 
that the oxide can not f'111 these cracks completely. Pro-
gressive oxidation of the wa11s of the cracks must occur. 
and this oxide w111 tend to give a wedge action on heating. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
• It has proved :feas1bl.e to develop a testing technique 
hereby the thermal conditions experienced by die steels 
n alumdnum die casting dies can be simulated very closely 
n a t1me cycle com.pa.rabl.e to the aetua..l production time. 
7 use of the eycl.1e thermal. :fatigue setup to alternately 
.eat and cool, 1n a controlled manner, a surf'ace area 
h1eh 1.s s:ma.ll. 1.n comparison to the mass o:f the test spec1.-
1en, mater1.a1s bs..ve been tested :for their tendency to heat 
heck. 
• 
The induction heating technique adopted is very simpl.e, 
. omprebensive and e:fficient as compared to other heating 
tethods and the whole equ1.pment setup 1.s very 1ne:x:pens1ve. 
~ecause o:f the very short time-oyel.es used, it is poss1bl.e to 
~valuate a l.arge number o:f mater1al.s .in a rel.a.tively short 
)er1od of' t.ime. 
1. La.dish D-11 steel. samples were found to have very low 
•:x:idation and thermal. fatigue resistance f'or the hardness 
.nd temperature range normally used in aluminum die casting 
.1 es . The crack 1n1 ti.a t1 on in sampl. es of" hardness Ro 48 
ttarted at J.2.5 eycl.es wh11e the rate o:f crack propagation 
.nd sever! ty o'f" erack1ng was :found to be the highest among 
~11 the steels tested in the present study. 
• 
The method of heating a small. portion o:f the speci-
ten b;y a gas f'1ame and water quenching to check thermal. 
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Lgue resistance, as developed by Ladish Company (and also 
1g used by some other steel industries in U.S. A. ) , does 
seem to :f'ollow the actual phy's1.ca1 conditions encountered 
:lie steel dies in al.um1num. die casting industry. Water 
nch1ng can cause quench cracks and .1t can lead to erroneous 
rmal :fatigue resistance results. This is probably the 
n reason f'or the d1sere:pancy in the resu1 ts reported 
Ladish Steel Compa.ny(13) and the author's present 1nvest1-
ions. 
a. For the same level of' 1n1 t1a1 hardness of' Re 50, 
it took maximum number o:f cycles to initiate thermal 
fatigue cracks 1.n mara.g1ng steel., followed by H-21., 
H-13 and R-11 respecti.vel.y in the decreas1.ng order as 
shown in the bar chart in Fig. 48. 
b. The :frequency of' crack oceurance at the maximum 
number of cycles run in the present series of' tests 
was the highest in H-11. H-21 showed smaller number 
of' cracks than H-11 whil.e H-l.J and mara.g1.ng steel 
showed eomparabl.e number of' cracks wh.1ch were less 
tban in H-11 and H-21. 
e. The length of' the longest crack af'ter maximum 
number o'f cycles run in the present series o:f tests 
was m1n1.mum in ma.raging steel. • f'o1l.owed by H-13 ~ H-1.1 
and H-21 respeet~vel.y. 
d. The rate of era.ek l.ength propagation per cyeJ.e 
F1.g. 48-Bar chart show:tng the com:pari.son o:f the number 
o:f eyo1es at the :1n:1t1.at:ton of thermal fat:tgue 
































(L) D-11 (L)D-11 H-11 H-13 H-21 18 °/o Ni 
Rc. 40 Rc. 48 Maroging 
FIGURe 48 
is comparable in H-11 and H-13 while it is slightly 
higher in H-21 and 18% nickel maraging steel. A 
comparatively thicker oxide eoa.t1ng is f'ormed in 
H-21 which has to be removed bef'ore measuring the 
crack length. I~ the oxide coating is not removed, 
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it acts as a protective coating. H-21 will theref'ore 
give better service than H-ll or H-13 as crack initia-
tion in the f'ormer case starts at appreciably larger 
number o~ cycles. 
Although rate of' crack propagation is slightly higher 
maraging steel, crack width is the least in it as com-
red to all other steels tested which i.s evident :from 
,e series of' photographs presented earlier. 
From 5a-d, it is concluded that 18% nickel maraging 
;eel can give the best service f'or aluminum die casting 
.es, ~ollowed by H-21, H-13 and H-11 respectively in 
tat order. The sui ta. b 11i ty of' me. raging steel for al uminu.m. 
.e casting is supplemented by the results of its use in 
>me o'f the 1ndustr1.es in the u.s.A. (1 9) In private com-
micat1on with the author, Ladish Company indicated 
~11ure of' 18% nickel ma.rag1ng steel (in their thermal 
Ltigue testing machine using water quench) earlier than 
-11 or H-13. But it is the author•s conclusion (on the 
1s1s of' the present experimental techniques) that 18% 
lckel maraging steel shows the best combination of thermal 
1.t1gu.e properties needed :for aluminum die casting temperature 
range. 
The resul.ts of' the above f'our steel.s indicate that 
steels with better physical. and mechanical. properties at 
el.eva ted temperatures show higher resistance to thermal. 
fatigue. 
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6. Experimental. 1nvest1ga.t1ons on samples of' (L) D-11. of' 
hardness Rc 48 and Rc 40 revealed that the crack initiation 
started ear11er and the rate of' crack propagation was higher 
in samples of' l.ower hardness values. The general behavior 
of crack 1.nitiat1.on and propagation was quite similar. It 
ea.n thus be cono1uded that in general, the lower 1n1 t1.al. 
hardness gives l.ower thermal fatigue resistance. 
7. The thermal. fatigue cracks initiate at the points of 
maximum stress concentration caused by alternate heating 
and cooling cycl.es and at any inclusion present on the 
specimen surface. The cracks propagate radial.l.y inwards 
and ax1a11y downwards in the cyl.indrieal. test specimen with 
1ncrea.s1ng number of oycl.es. During the ini t1al. stages of 
cycling, new cracks are 1n1 tia ted at more and more pJ.aces 
whil.e the prior existing cracks continue to propagate. But 
after a certain number of cycles, depending on the cbarac-
ter1st:1c properties of the steel under investigation, era.ok 
1nitiat1.on becomes negligibly small. while the crack propa-
ga.t1on proceeds almost 11nea.rly a.t a higher rate. Also, 
branch1ng and .intersection of cracks oocur, 1ead1.ng to 
format1on of heat cheeks and p1 ts. A still. :further cycling 
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of the steel. wou1d l.ead to a oatastropic :.railure. 
Al.m.ost al.l. the cracks l.ook straight, having a sharp 
tip and s1ightl.y l.arger width near the specimen edge. The 
walls of the cracks are oxide l.ined beoause or the tests 
being carried out in air.. Progress1.ve oxidation of the wa.ll.s 
ot the cracks occurs w1 th f'urther eyc1.1ng and the oxide 
tends to give a wedge action on heating and causes f'urther 
propaga t1on. 
Microstructural. study of a11 the steels tested revealed 
tba t the thermal. f'a t1gue cracks were transor,.stal.11ne 1n 
nature as evidenced by the photographs presented earlier. 
The appearance of thermal f'atigue cracks and thetr 
mechanism of propagation seem to have oon:t"1r.med the work 
of' some ear11er authors in th1s f1el.d.(4,8,9,13,18,19) 
8. The series of' photographs presented 1.n the present 
work act as a o1ear evidence of' behavior of various steel.s 
when subjected to di.:fterent stages of' thermal. cyol.1ng. The 
photomicrographs show the mechan1sm o:.r thermal. fatigue 
crack 1n1 t1a t1on and propaga tlon of ind1 vidual. cracks. 
The photo-.crographs indicate a general. trend of cracking 
which acts as a better ~de for comparison of therma1 
fatigue resistance of steel.s under investigation for a11 
practical. purposes. 
VI. SUGGESTED FUB.TBEB RESEARCH 
The presentl.y deveJ.oped technique for eval.uat1ng 
chermal. :fatigue of die steeJ.s for a.1um1num die casting 
~n be used ve~ effeot1vel.y for testing other materials 
)f' interest. 
It is suggested that the potential. d1.e material.s 
l.Jl. 
ror z1nc. magnesium, brass and the presentl.y being talked 
Lbout ferrous die casting be studied essent1a11y on the 
s1m11ar 11nes as in the present study. A1so. thermal. 
ratigue testing of sta1nl.ess steel.s and other w1del.y used 
oater1a1s under temperature conditions diff'erent :from those 
ilBed. 1n the present investigation, is another poss1.bl.e 
trea of :further research. 
Present induction heating technique w111 aJ.so prove 
reey hel.pfu1 for 1nvest1ga. t1ng the thermal. :fa t1.gue f'a1J.ure 
)f' mater1a1s under control.l.ed atmospheres and under d1f'f'erent 
)0011ng m.ed1a. 
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